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Prof Kissinger Urges 
NonpartisanPolicy 

by Rod Kuckro 
Visiting Professor of Diplomacy 

Henry Kissinger called for "wide 
nonpartisan backing" for the Carter 
Administration's foreign policy, as he 
delivered the Frank C. Nash Memor-

. ial Lecture on International Security 
Affairs in Gaston Hall Tuesday 
Imming. 

The former secretary of state's 
address also touched broadly on 
topics of international security, the 
challenges of global peace, East-West 
and North-South relations, and the 
effects of American ideals on world 
peace. 

bow hot it can become. And you 
sympathize with the cooks." 

Kissinger continued; "The new 
admini~tration needs the support of 
all of us, for ,it is essential that they 
succeed. Their achievements will be 
the nation's achievements; their set
backs are the nation's setbacks." 

Throughout his lecture Kissinger 
freely offered advice on problems· 
facing the Carter Administration. 

In a defense of the, often contro
versial position of foreign policy 
formulator, Kissinger said, "Nothing 
is easier than to pass judgement after 
the fact. Nothing is more difficult 
than to bear responsibility for the 
fate of a nation in a world of 

! turbulence, uncertainty and chal
lenge. " 
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Residence Life 
To Face Forum 

by Mary Lou Hartman 
and Alan Fogg 

The Student Life Policy Com
mittee (SLPC) voted unanimously 
Tuesday night to conduct an open 
forum next Tuesday, the 12th, to 
receive in·put from student and 
administration concerning the policy 
and procedure of Residence Life. 
. The decision resulted from the 
rising controversy brewing the past 
two weeks over the firing of five 
RAs, allegedly because of philo· 

~ sophical differences with Residence 
~ Life. The issues at stake, according to 
~ SLPC Chairman Edward Glynn, are 
:t "the function and criteria for select
E ing RAs and RDs'; and "the entire 
o Dorm residents protesting the fir· o f ings have charged that the selection 

of RAs is made by Residence Life 

with little regard for student 
opinion. 
philosophy of Residence Life." 

In a related development, resi· 
dents of 2nd Coply met Monday 
night to plot strategy for presenting 
their case at the hearing. 

Jim Martin, the floor RA who was 
one of the five fired, said they would 
try to impress upon Residence Life 
that "we disagree with he way they 
run the dorms philosophically, eco· 
nomically and practically." 

Individual complaints will be aired 
at the hearing, as well as alternatives 
on how to run the dorms, such as a 
proposal that faculty members live in 
the halls in place of RDs. 

2nd Copley plans survey 

The hour-long address was Kissin
ger's first major statement since 
leaving public office January 20. The 
lecture was characterized by a blend 
of academic theorizing on the future 
motives and goals of US foreign 
policy and deliberate, restrained 
approach to current issues confront· 
ing American diplomacy. 

Kissinger cited the critical nature 
of total cooperation in formulating a 
world order. "The overriding chal
lenge to our foreign policy then, is to 
create new relationships - among 
allies, with adversaries, with the 
developing world." 

Const. Troubles GSa 
The 2nd Copley residents also are 

planning to survey students on the 
services provided by their RDs. In 
addition, they have sent a letter to 
University President Fr. Timothy 
Healy, requesting the President to 
meet" with them and discuss the 
Residence Life dilemma. However, 
sources close to Healy have indicated 
that he will not intervene in the 
matter until after the open forum on 
Tuesday. 

The tone of Kissinger's'speech was 
optimistic as he noted that President 
Carter has the "best chance in two 
decades to lead the nation toward its 
goals in conditions of hope." 

He confessed to the audience that 
"as time passed from when I served 
in office, my perception of my 
infallibility increases." Kissinger ex
tended his empathy to the new 
administration, amending Harry Tru
man's metaphor, saying, "when you 
have been in the kitchen you know 

The former secretary's most force· 
ful words concerned the achievement 
of "a reasonable, balanced (arms 
limitation) agreement taking into 
account the security concerns of 

'both sides." Kissinger contended that 
the nuclear age raises the problems of 
U.S.·Soviet relations to the "level of 
life and death." 

(Continued on page 2) 
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'RDs Fly to Denver 
At Student Expense 

by Tony Mattia 
This year the Office of Residence 

Life shelled out $300 per Resident 
Director to send its seven RD's to 
student development conferences in' 
Atlanta and Denver. 

The trips, a yearly affair, have 
drawn fire from the student senate 
and dorm residents protesting the 
recent firing of several popular RA's 
by Residence Life. 

The policy of sending RD's to the 
conferences is defended by Associate 
Dean for Residence Life Tom Ritz, 
who claimed in an interview with 
The HOYA that the RD's come back 
"psychologically uplifted." Ritz said 
he was assured that the RD's have 
come back with innovative ideas, but 
was unable to mention any specific 
ones. 

Commented the Associate Dean 
"It is unprofessional and even crim
inal not to go back to some 
schooling." 

The student development confer
ences ,include such topics as coun· 
seling, career planning, and place
ment, and management. An RD's 
usually attends either the conference 
of the National Association of 
Student Personnel Administration or 
the American College Personnel 
Association. According to Resident 
Director Carol Holmes, talks are 

given by leading profeSSionals in the 
field on programs concerning new 
research, legal matters, and staff 
training in student development 
personnel. 

Another aspect of the annual trips 
is the recruitment of new Resident 
Directors. Sometime during the con-

'ference, Georgetown RD's are sup
posed to interview candidates for RD 
pOSitions. "The prospective Resident 
Director must hold a master's degree 
in a field related to student devel
opment." 

An additional requirements is that 
the new RD who usually comes from 
outside the Georgetown community, 
know something about Georgetown 
and its student body. 

However, Greg Walsh, chairman of 
the student senate committee setup 
to investigate residence life, said he 
doubts it is "necessary to go 
elsewhere to find RD's who are 
basically unacquainted with George
town residence halls." 

In regard to Residence Life's 
expressed desire to hire professionals, 
Walsh said the office "may be too 
professional." Sister Mary Himens of 
Campus Ministries, who attended the 
Denver conference at her own her 
expense,' commented, "If profes
sionalism takes place over the needs 
of students, it is sterile." 

by Greg Kitsock 
The Graduate Student Organiza· 

tion's constitution remains riddled 
with ambiguities and unenforced 
provisions, even after last month's 
efforts to clarify election procedures 
by opening election of GSO officers 
to all grad students. 

The need for constitutional revi
sions, acknowledged by GSO Presi
dent Marijo Harrigan, is expected to 
be an issue in the election of officers 
scheduled for April. 

One of the ambiguities is the 
procedure for choosing representa
tives for the GSO Assembly from 
each Grad School department and 
program. The constitution states 
specifically that the reps are to be 

elected, but does not provide any 
guidelines for holding elections. 

In reality, most of the representa
tives are appointed by their depart
ment chairmen, Harrigan told The 
HOYA. 

Seventeen of the 21 graduate 
departments and programs at GU 
send reps to the GSO Assembly, 
according to 'Harrigan. The GSO 
constitution requires that if a depart
ment is not represented at two 
consecutive meetings of the assem
bly, the GSO President must inform 
that department's chairman. 

Despite this provision, Biology 
Dept. Chairman George Chapman 
told The HOY A that to the pest of 
his knowledge, his department has no 

GUSenate SUppOrts 
BAC Stud. Member 

by Tracey Hughes 
The Senate passed a resolution 

Sunday calling for the addition of a 
student member to the Budget 
Advisory Committee, "which assists 
the Presid:mt in the preparation, 
control and revision of the Univer
sity's operating budget. 

The committee presently consists 
of Treasurer of the University and 
Chairman of the Committee George 
Houston, Director of the Budget 
Eldon Hale, Chancellor of the Med 
Center Matthew McNulty, Dean of 
the Law Center David McCarthy and 
Academic Vice President for Aca
demic Affairs Aloysius Kelley. 

Scott Ozmun 

representative and has not heard 
from the· GSO in at least two years. 

Another unenforced provision reo 
quires that the representatives "be 
impowered to vote a number of 
votes proportional to the number of 
registered students in his department 
or program." 

These figures are supposed to be 
determined by the Graduate School 
Dean each September. However, 
Harrigan, who took office just this 
semester, said she was unaware of 
any such list of figures. Currently, 
she noted, each member of the 
assembly has a single vote, the same 
procedure used last semest.er. 

Grad School Dean Donald Herz· 
berg was unavailable for comment. 

Harrigan admitted that the GSO 
constitution is "extremely vague" on 
certain points, and that it should be 
revised. She added that this would be 
a task for next semester's assembly. 

She noted that the situation is 
complicated by the fact that there is 
no judicial board to review actions of 
the assembly and determine their 
constitutionality. 

Guidelines for the election of a 
president, vice president and secre· 
tary·treasurer were drawn up at a 
meeting of the GSO two weeks ago. 
Balloting will take place between 
April 25 and 27, either in person or 
through the mail. No candidacies 
have been announced yet. 

The GSa receives about $7500 a 
year, which it uses to sponsor 
speeches and hold a "Happy Hour" 
each Friday in Healy Basement, 
among other projects. The group was 
responsible for bringing Vice·Presi
dent Rockefeller to GU last Decem
ber. 

Healy must act within thirty class 
days upon receiving an SPLC recom· 
mendation to prevent them from 
becoming official policy. However, if 
the President does not act within this 
time then the committee proposals 
automatically become effective. 

Clearing the air 
Valerie Yokie, Dean of ResIdence 

Life, commented at Tuesday's meet· 
ing, "The hearing could be a good 
thing; information that is out now is 
lacking and what's been printed in 
the papers has been off·base." 

However, Jim Reilly of 2nd 
Harbin, an RA who had not been reo 
hired, said that when he had me'; with 
Yokie earlier in the day the Dean had 
opposed holding the hearing. She 
allegedly gave as reasons the fact that 
the SLPC had met only once before 
this semester and therefore weren't 
informed on the issues. 

T·Shirt Protest 
In another protest action, 2nd 

Copley residents have been printing 
t-shirts which declare, "StUdents and 
Jesuits for a better Residence Life." 
Said Paul Hollingsworth, spokesman 
for the second floor, "The t·shirts are 
not a vindictive move. All we're 
attempting to do now is publicize 
that something is wrong with Resi
dence Life." 

Next week's hearing will be held 
at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in Copley 
Formal Lounge. Students interested 
in speaking should contact Fr. Glynn 
on 3rd New North. BAC reports to Fr. Healy and its 

members are appointed by him. The 
final decision of whether to add a 
student rests with the President. 

,According to Student Senator 
Scott Ozmun, who introduced the 
bill, a student member is necessary 
on the committee because, "The 
BAC deals with surplus money that 
turns up around the campus. Lately 
they've been dealing with Utilities 
Surpluses and so we could possibly 
be dealing with an amount up to 
$300,000. The money that is going 
to administrative services comes from 
student tuition so we think a student 
should be on the committee." 

O'Connor Will Not Appeal 

However, Kelley commented that 
students have influence on the BAC 
through the Main Campus Finance 
Committee (MCFC). "Since the pur
pose of the BAC ,is to do overall 
monitoring of the University budget, 
the input from the various commit· 
tees has already gone into it," he 
contended. "I intend to discuss any 
changes with the MCFC, so student 
input will continue to be there 
through the MCFC." 

Assistant to President Healy 
Charles Meng said that he had not 
yet received a copy of the proposal 
and was unable to speculate on the 
President's reaction. 

by Kenneth Hafertepe 
Assistant Government Professor 

Robert J. O'Connor has denied a 
report in Tuesday's Voice that. 

,"Buyoed (sic) by expressions' of 
student support ... (he) has decided 
to take his case for tenure directly to 
the University Rank and Tenure 
Committee." 

In a related development, sources 
within the Government department· 
completely denied allegations in a 
companion article in the Voice that 
Professor Valerie Earle has published 
"exactly twice in a 17 -year period 
dating back to 1955, the year she 
first taught at Georgetown." 

Greg Zak, who wrote the O'Con
nor article, told The HOYA that the 
article was strictly based on what was 
said at the Student Senate meeting 
Sunday. "Each time I called Profes
sor O'Connor at his office he was not 
in," Zak stated. 

record. Other professors in the 
department told The HOY A of 
Earle's record, which included a stint 
as managing editor of the prestigious 
Public Administration Review. 

One professor told The HOYA 
that even an accurate list of publica
tion would not suffice entirely, since 
papers delivered at political science 
conventions count as well, though 
slightly less than published articles. 
He commented further that Earle 
had delivered at least three papers to 
major conventions within the last 
year and a half. 

-as; 

Crumlish defended his article by 
saying that he couldn't be faulted for 
quoting "an official university publi· 
cation." He commented, "If they're 
going to take pride in their record, it 
should be easily accessible. There 
shouldn't be any room for error." 

Professor George Carey, cited as 
having published twelve times in his 
career, told The HOYA that he has 
to his credit "at least 25 articles, 
co·editorship of three books, co
authorship of one book, and six 
years as editor of the Political 
Science Rel'iewer. " 

J 

Academic Council Election Results 

Reached by The HOYA, O'Con
nor said, "I have not decided nor am 
I likely to decide to take my case to 
the UniverSity Rank and Tenure 
Committee," O'Connor confirmed 
that he had not been contacted 
by the Voice before the appearance 
of the article. • 

College Academic Council 
President: Robert Plaze 

. Class of '78: Joni Reich, Jane 
Bello 

Class of '19: Bob Bangert, 
Keith Merlin 

Class of '~O: Steve Smith, 
Glenn D. Bellitto 

The proposed constitution pas· 
sed' overwhelmingly, recelvmg· 
97% of all votes cast on the 
question. The new constitution 

provides for two reps from each 
class. 

Nursing School 

Co-Chairpersons: Patricia Boos 
and Alice Kelly 

Representatives 
Class of '78: Barbara Barnes, 

Curtis Audin 
Class of '79: Susan Flansbaum, 

Lillian Brune 
·-Class of 'SO: Sandy Sulik, 

Jeanne Cleary 

The elections in, the SFS and 
SLL did not receive the 51% 
plurality required by election 
rules. 

Starting Monday, April 11, 
polling placE;s will be re·opened 
and will remain open until the 
51% plurality is reached. 

In addition, polls for the SFS 
Academic Council will be open 
part of today in Walsh lobby. 

The companion article dealing 
with the publication record of 
Professor Earle was writte'n by Ross 
Crumlish, and was based on a list of 
publications compiled by the library. 
Though the article contained an 
admission that the bibliography 
might be incomplete, an excised 
quote in boldface letters ·concluded 
that "the record of others does fall 
short of even minimal expectations." 

In an interview with The HOYA, 
Professor Earle gladly volunteered a 
complete summary of her publishing 

'·-·'·.w_-.. 
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Prof. Earle, chairman of the sub·committee on rank & tenure for the 
government dept. 
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Phd's Flood Job Market 
by Kenneth Hafertepe 

Nationally,' Newsweek reports 
that numerous scholars cannot find 
academic work and are taking up 
jobs as cab drivers, salesmen, and 
welders. 

Locally, The Washington Post 
describes the plight of a man with a 
doctorate in political science from 
Maryland' who has applied for 100 
jobs without being asked back for a 
single interview. 

market. removed from the. calculations, sector." 
Those halcyon days are gone, three percent will find academic The fate of, the PhD in the 

however, and the tables have been positions. Needless to say, Carter non'aC!ademic world depends largely 
turned. Universities can now afford concludes that "it is unlikely that a on the discipline in which the degree 
to pick and choose between dozens severe supply imbalance can be is awarded. National Science Founda· 
of candidates for a single post. In less avoided." tion statistics reveal that, despite a 
than ten years a surfeit of academic This imbalance, like any other in a drop in federal funds, unemployment 
job openings has dissolved into a glut marlmt economy, will gradually les. for PhD scientists and engineers 
of PhD's searching for any teaching sen as job information becomes more decreased from 1.2% in 1973 to just 
position. And the crunch is just widely disseminated. "The market under 1% in 1975. In addition, a 
beginning. mechanism will communicate the larger percentage of PhD's in science 

Perhaps the most critical indicator and engineering held jobs in industry 

r 

On campus, the HOYA covers the 
denial of tenure to Professor Robert 
J. O'Connor of the Government 
Department, who was turned down 
ostensibly because of his limited 
publication record. 

in determining the need for new imbalan,ce to potential grad stUdents than in the past. 
PhD's is the number of students quite efficiently," says Professor Some scientific ' disciplines provide 
expected to enter college in the ne",t Stanley Nollen of Georgetown's Busi- information on non-academic oppor· 
decade, because they will fill the ness, School, "and this 'will decrease' tunities. The Committee on Educa· 
classes to be taught. Enrollment is the number of PhD candidates." tion of the American Physical So· 
continuing to climb, but Lee Grod· How well has the market mech· ciety, for example, administers a 
zins of M.I.T. pointed out in a recent anism worked? -Second year grad Visiting Physicists Program. Commit· 
issue of, Science magazine that the student Chris Rizzuto acknowledges tee Chairman Eugene Merzbacher 
"population of 18· to 22·year.olds the competitiveness of his discipline. wrote in last June's Physics Today 
(the nominal college age population) "Prospects for any teaching position that the program "serves to acquaint 
will peak in the period 1978 to 1980 for a PhD appear rather dim, graduate students with the challenges 

. wor after their sojourn at eorgetown 

Far,lfrom being an isolated inci
dent, the O'Connor case reflects the 
difficulties facing most recent grad
uates of PhD programs. If they are 
lucky enough to find a teaching 
position to begin with, odds are that 
they. will not survive the tenure 
process which weeds out the groves 
of academe. 

The future is not too bright for 
the young professors of today, and 
even dimmer for grad students and 
potential PhD candidates. This series 
will examine the prospects for 
finding employment as a professor, 
look at alternative means of employ
ment for PhD's, and explore the 
process by which the chosen few are 
granted tenure. 

Those with graduate degrees and 
those who aspire toward them are 
constantiy faced with the relentless 
law of supply and demand. The 
current problems can be traced back 
to the early and mid-sixties, during 
which the post·World War II baby 
boom was filling America's college 
classrooms with unprecedented num
bers of students. 

The response of higher education 
was to build more facilities and crank 
out increased numbers of PhD's, by 
allowing more institutions to grant 
doctorates an.d by expanding the 
programs already in existence. Uni· 
versities eager to attract bright young 
teachers offered them almost immed· 
iate tenure. It was truly a seller's 

may have to seek employment outside the halls of academe, as teaching 
positions are scarce. 

Med ·Tuition Rise 
Call.ed· Nat'I·T rend 

at 17.1 million and drop steadily especially for political science stu· of the industrial sector and gives by Margaret Sullivan 
throughout the 1980's to about 14.2 dents." Rizzuto said his training will industrial physicists a better under. "Both Georgetown and George 
million in 1991." enable him to find work elsewhere if standing of graduate education." Washington Medical Schools are on 

Not only does fewer stUdents he chooses to forsake the academic The market for doctorates in the the cutting edge of an unfortunate 
mean a need for fewer faculty grind. "PhDs should emphasize job humanities and social sciences is not national trend," according to Dr. 
members (assuming a ~onstant teach. oriented skills and concern them· quite as good. According to Business Thomas Bowles, Dean of the GeorKe 
er-student ratio), but also fewer selves with the application of the Week the absolute number of govern. Washington University Medical 
dollars in the collegiate till, which diScipline in the public and private (Continued on page 3) School.,..... 
can result in further faculty cutbabks . ~o~h _ unIverslhes suufer from 
or merger with other schools. Profs Cave and Br ShdlmlnIShea federal support and in· 

Another consequence of having U cre~sed operational costl', and to 
granted tenure to so many young • ex~cerbate th.e ~r?blem furth~r, 
faculty members in the sixties is that Are Denied Tenure neIther schoolls.ehglble .fors~ate aId 
they will not be retiring for a long I , b~ca~se of their. locatIon m the 
time. Allan Carter Professor of . Dlstnct of ColumbIa. 
Education and Econ~mics at UCLA, by Tracey Hughes Brush, who has. been at George· Ge?rgeto~n's med s?hool tuition, 
has observed' that less than one Another department has entered town for six years, is a well·lmown the highest m the natlOll, has been 
percent of all professors retire in a the battle currently raging over rank artist in the area. He has exhibited set at ~12,500 for ~reshm~n. for 
given .year. "Because of the rapid and tenure procedures. The'tenured his work at the Corcoran Gallery in a 1977-78, George Washmgton s IS a 
growth of college faculties in the faculty of the fine arts department show of young artists and was somewhat lower $9,000. 
1960's and e'arly 1970's, the pro- recently gave a negative recomm~n· recently gr!llited a one·man show at T.he District of Columbia:s ot?er 
jected retirement rate will continue dation to Dr. Daniel Brush's request the Corcoran to be held in August. In· medIcal school, Howard Umverslty, 
to decline until the early 1980's for tenure. addition he has been chosen to is able to maintain an $1,850 t~it~on 
when it is expected to reach 0.65 ' This decision is the second tenure represent the United States in an f?r ne~t year, due to the $17 mIllIon 
percent." denial in the past two years by the international art show. dlle~t.lIne grant that the school 

Carter estimates that, assuming a Fine Arts Department. The first Applicants for tenure are reviewed receIves from. the Deaprtment of 
trend towards early retirement and came in the case of Dr. Leonard in three general areas: Scholarship, Health, Education, and Welfare. The 

. . PhD ., t k' Teaching and Community and Uni-an mcrease In _ reClplen s see mg Cave, who according to Dept. Chair-
non-academic positions, 17 percent man Dr. Clifford Chieffo was denied versity Service. 

f d t t d t t d tl ' Chieffo said Brush was given a 
o gra ua e s u en s gran e lelr tenure "on much the same grounds 
d t t b t 1981 d 1985 negative recommendation because of 

oc ora es e ween an as Brush." Cave is currently serving 
'11 b bl t . b . lack of University and Community 

Wl e . a e 0 seGure JO s In his option out at Georgetown and 
d 

. If th t . Service and inadequacies in "some 
aca emm. e wo assumptIons are will leave after this yeal. other aspects of teaching." 

Federal Government makes this grant 
available to Howard because of its 
role as ,a primary source of black 
physicians. 

The considerable discrepancy be
tween GU's $12,500 and G.W.'s 
$9,000 is due to the' particular 
structure and needs of the two 
medical schools. Dr. Bowles denied 
that GW benefitted from a more 
efficient organizational structure, as 
has been claimed in the past by 
dissatisfied med students at George· 
town. "Each school is confronted 
with its own particular problems," he 
maintained, "and each must deal 
with those problems as it sees fit." 

One of the way~ that Georgetown 
Medical School is handling the 
problems is through the Financial 
Aid Department at the Med School. 
"To date, no student has had to drop 
out of this medical school because of 
financial reasons; we are do)ng our 
best to see that this continues in the 
future," said Edward Klein, admin· 
istrator for the Med School. 

GU Grade Inflation Gluts 
Phi Beta Kappa's Ranks 

Chieffo defined some of the areas 
falling under the service category as 
"membership and offices held in 
learned professional society, serving 
as consultants to such society or 
other recognized great bodies and 
departmental and public service. "We 
search for quality as well as quant· 
ity," he commented. 

Assistant Dean of the College 
Hugh Cloke said he disagreed with 
the decision of the Fine Arts 
Department. "I,think Dr. Brush is an 
outstanding teacher ... a prolific 
artist of recognized stature in the 
community." 

_III 
by Joanne Crisafulli 

The spiraling ,grade inflation of 
recent years, according to Doctor 
Dorothy Betz,p,r~.sid~nt of GU's 
chapter of Phi ,&ta Kappa has made 
election of students to the national 
honor society quite nebulous. 

Since the basis for discrimination 
is primarily grades, it is becoming 
increasingly difficult to elect only 
10% of the graduating seniors, Betz 
asserts. The 10% limit is imposed by 
national requirements. 

For instance, for seniors, the cut 
off in QPI is 3.25 in the National 
Chapter's bylaws, However, . it was 
3.68 last year and 3.685 this year for 
Georgetown seniors. 

The requirements for juniors are 
more stringent: a 3.75 QPI and a 

minimum of 75 credit hours comple· 
ted."'" ',',r •. 

. Although 'not out 'to change the 
standards appreciably, GU is trying 
to ascertain a better key for discrimi· 
nation amidst a large number of 
qualified students, Betz relates. A 
committee is reviewing the standards 
now, but has yet to make recommen· 
dations. 

In general, the standards for 
admission are consistent on campuses 
throughout the country, Betz com· 
ments that some give more weight to 
grades and some to ·distribution of 
courses: one cannot be specialized in 
one area, exclusively. In addition, 
Franklin Williams, historian of GU's 
chapter cities the fact that some 

. schools consider extra·curricular. 

activities, which CU does not nor
mally do. He attributes this to GU's 
Chapter being fairly young . 

,.The Georgetown chapter was 
founded by Williams in 1956, 180 
years after the establishment of the 
initial chapter at William & Mary 
College in Williamsburg, Va. 

Although other chapters use let
ters of recommendation as a basis for 
electing new members, this method is 
not widely employed at GU, Betz 
stated. Such letters are uniformly 
favorable and are useless for discri· 
minating between equally' qualified 
applicants, she explained. 

According to the bylaws, a can· 
didate must be majoring in "Liberal 
Studies" and have no less than 90 
credit hours of "liberal work." 

,. .~ 

. '". "~elic;' of t~e ~a~t~~atsP~~kbO~diy of ~hf.i~ ". 
.. -:.struggle and hopes of a people. 

It w~s in the aftermath of I~e Civil War that the. Josephites Ihlack & while) began theor work of 
service to Black America, 1 he cruel time of pUOIshment so fancifully termed the Reconstruction 
had not J:.et run its course. Seven milliun ex-slaves .were thrust into the hardships of a "paper 
freedom. The greed of the carpetbaggers. the terrOrism of the night raiders and the defeat of an 
empire now gone with the wind. plagued the suns and daughters of Africa. This was the setting for 
the work of the Jusephiles. The struggle of a proud Black America for freedom has been the 
dream. of /osepnites .from the hegin~jng. you are invited to ser~e that dream spiritually. 
educatlOna Iy and soc. ally as a Joseph.te Priest or Brother. For deta.ls; use the coupon below. 

----------------------------------------

complete and send 
this coupon to: 

) 727·:\3Bfi 

r am interested in The Josephite, .. 
. DPRIESTHOOD CBRO~HERHOO~ 

Name ________________________ _ 

Telephone __________ _ 

Address ___________ _ 

City _____ Stale_._. __ Zip __ _ 

Educational level ________ _ 
GU 
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Georgetown Medical School campus, "site of the most expensive mecl 
school in the nation. GU's tuition woes are shared to a lesser extent by 
George Washington's Med School, which charges $9,000 per annum. 

Go 
fora 

Master's ... 
Only a master ale-maker can brew McSorley's Cream Ale. 

It takes knowledge that doesn't come ovemight to develop 
a hardy brew. Bold'and invigorating. Robust. Full-bodied. Yet 
smooth every sip of the way . 

Only a master can brew the aroma - and the flavor that 
says it's McSorley's. McSorleys. 

The Ale Master's Ale 
McSorley's Ltd., Orange, N J & New Bedford, Mass, 
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Th'e G'town Master Plan: University Pays 
Corp Lawyer Fee Still in the Starting Gate 

by Jim Colap~ico 
In 1971, the Rev. Robert J. 

Henle, then 'University President, 
unveiled the University's master plan 
stating that it was "not a blueprint of 
. wl,tat we're going. to build, but rather 
.. ;~. a study in land use." Little did 
Henle know at the time how literally 
accurate that statement would be. 
For now, six years later, the 
University does not appear to be very 
much closer to implementing the 
plan physically than it was in 1971. 

The latest delay centers around 
the DC Court of Appeals, which has 
heard arguments on a University suit 
that would require the Board of 
Zoning Adjustment to act on the 
proposed heating plant expansion, 
regardless of the status of master 
plan approval. According· to Univer· 
sity lawyer Wayne QUin, a deciSion 
was expected this --wee),;:; but was 
never handed down. "We are very 
much surprised that the Court is 
taking this long in the matter," Quin 
said. -

On another front, University Vice 
President for Plapning and Physical 
Plant William Miller announced this 
week that a slightly modified version 
of the maSter plan will again be 
submitted to the BZA on April 23. 
An October Court of Appeals ruling 
had overturned an earlier BZA 
decision in favor of the plan. Miller 
said he is hoping that the BZA will 
avoid a repeat of the seven month 
period that it took to gain its 
approval the first time. 

Delay, however, has become a 
way of life in the complicated 
controversy surrounding the master 
plan (officially known as the Long 
Range Development Plan). The chief 
cause of delay has been a group 
known as the Citizens Association of 
Georgetown (CAG). Their opposition 
has set the stage for a classic struggle. 
between a University and the com· 
munity in which it exists. 

The original 1971 master plan 
(ironically, first unveiled to the 
Citizen's Association) was fairly 
vague and stated mainly a set of goals 
and no specific proposals. Basically, 
this document had seven points: 

*The University would be able to 
accomplish all of its goals without 
the need to acquire new land. 

*The maximum projected growth 
in the student body by 1981 would 
be 10,000. 

*No buildings on 36th Street 
would be torn down and, with the 
exception of Poulton Hall and a 
building that used to exist on the lot 
outside ,Healy Gate, (know as Annex 
2), as. many of the buildings as 
possible between 36th and 37tn 
would be preserved. . 

*The University would become 
mainly a bicycle and walking campus 

'without any cars. 
*The Canal Road entrance would 

become the University's new "front 
door"_ 

*Underground parking would be 

available at that entrance for 800 
cars. 

*On.campus housing would be 
provided to accomodate at least 80% 
of the student body and 20% of the 
faculty . 

A little over one year later, the 
Board of Directors called ·on Fr. 
Edmund Ryan, SJ, then Executive 
Vice President for Educational Af· 
fairs, to formulate the Henle goals 
into a specific plan. With the help of 
University architects, Ryan event· VP for Planning and Physical Plant William Miller points 10 an aerial view 

by Doug Schoppert 
Fees for a lawyer retained by the 

Student Corporation in their fight 
against a citizens' proposed parking 
ban were paid by the university out 
of the President's Fund, according to 
University and corporation officials. 

The arrangement for the Univer· 
sity to pay thee lawyer's fees were 
made by then Student Government 
President Dave Ralston with then 

University President Robert Henle in 
the summer of 1975. 

ually submitted the plan that is the of G U, outlining the University's boundaries. 

~!it;:t~:.:\.:~!:;;~; Henle Ap ts Short Su nn}y 
*BuIld students townhouses on ,. t'" t'" 

the Annex 2 lot. -

After Bob Gage became. SG 
President, he informed the Corp's 
Board of Directors in May 1976 of 
the arrangement and expressed "can· 
cern" about whether the deal would 
endanger the independent legal status 
of the Corp, the Corp's relationship 
withe the law firm of Arnold and 
Porter which provided the legal 
services, and the Corp's credibility 
with citizen's groups. 

According to Benton, the retainer 
fee for the lawyer totalled $2,000 
and other legal fees were also 
included in the bill. 

*Renovate the commercially·used 
buildings oppOSite the Walsh Build
ing. 

*Build a Jesuit Residence Hall 
between Reiss and Darnall (these 
plans were later scrapped to build 
Henleville ). 

*Construct multi-use academic 
learning centers throughout the West 
side of the campus in such areas a~ 
the baseball field and New South 
parking lot. The underground park· 
ing facilities would be located under 
these centers. 

(Continued on page 8) 

by Doug Schoppert 
Only twenty five Henleville apart

ments were available in this year's 
lottery, according to Associate 
Dean of Residence Life Tom Ritz, 
because of the large number of 
twelve month lessors who chose to 
retain their apartments. 

There are ninety-three apartments 
in the Henleville complex. 

Close to 200 groups of five 
students applied for the twenty·five 
apartments, according to Residence 
Life Officials. 

But while students struggled for 

the scarce apartments, eight were 
reserved for special interest housing 
and one as a guest house for 
University President Timothy Healy_ 

Only' groups with twelve month 
leases and a majority of residents 
returning are eligible to retain their 
apartments. 

Ritz attributed the low rate of 
turnover in the complex to the small 
number of seniors who applied for 
the apartments next year. 

"The apartments were in the 
ground when we held the lottery," 
Ritz explained. 

Dole Says in Gaston Speech: 
Republicans Need New Image 

By Beth Boehm 
and Charles Pekow 

"The Republican Party doesn't 
need to change its principles, just its 
image," Kansas Senator Robert Dole 
asserted. 

Dole, President Ford's running 
mate last year, spoke in Gaston Hall 
Tuesday evening. The Georgetown 
Republicans sponsored his speech. 

The Republican Party needs or
ganization, and involvement of 
youthful workers and others turned 
off by politics, according to Dole. 

He refuted statements by some 
conservatives that liberals such as 
Senators Jacob Javits and Charles 
Mathias do not belong in the 
RepUblican party. "The party must 
be big enough to accomodate those 
of all persuasions," Dole commented. 

"The day that the Liberal Party in 
New York endorsed Jimmy Carter, 
Carter was in the South campaigning 
with Eastland and Stennis (southern 
conservative Democratic senators)." 

Dole said that the future of the 
two party system is endangered 
because Republicans are outnum· 
bered by more than 2 to 1 in the 
House, 62·38 in the Senate, and 
control only 12 governorships and 5 
state legislatures. 

"If Carter passess his easy registra· 
tion bill, his public financing cam-

paign bill and endorses the repeal of school tuition. 
the Hatch Act, there won't be a He said that Republicans oJ:'igin. 
Republican party anymore," Dole ated the idea for a tax credit. "The 
said. tuition tax credit would encourage 

Dole suggested that stUdents at more students to go on to college." 
Georgetown form a study group to In an interview with The HOY A, 
give their ideas to the Republican Dole acknowledged that Ronald 
party. "I'm concerned more with the Reagan's challenge may have sharp· 
party than issues because without a ened Ford's campaign last year. 
party, issues won't matter." The Senator said Ford lost much 

Responding to questions from the s~pport in the South because 
audience, Dole said he favored a tax "Southern conservatives voted their 
credit for college and vocational accent instead of their philosophy." 

'76 GOP V.P. Candidate Bob Dole calls for an image change of the' Republi-
can party in a speech Tues. night. -

Healy's guest house had originally 
been slated for the use of Campus 
Ministries, according to Residence 
Life, but was requested by Healy 
after Campus Ministries was unable 
to fill the house with Jesuits. 

Assistant to the President Charles 
Meng said that the house had been 
specially furnished, in some respects, 
for Healy. Meng said that the house 
also contained many of Healy's own 
personal effects. 

Previously a room in second floor 
New South had been used as the 
university guest house, according to 
Meng. "It wasn't felt that these 
rooms were suitable as a guest 
house," Meng said. 

Ritz commented that the special 
furnishings which include greater 
seating capacity in the living room 
and king and queen size beds instead 
of bunks, had been paid for out 
Henleville construction costs and had 
entailed no extra expense. 

Benton commented that he did 
not feel the arrangement jeopardized 
the Corp's independent status, add
ing "nor do we want to be 
independent in every way ( of the 
university)". 

However, Assistant to the Presi· 
dent Charles Meng, who authorized 
payment of the fee earlier this year, 
Corp VP Jon Benton and Ralston all 
expressed confidence that neither the 
legal status of the Corp nor its 
relation with Arnold and Porter 
wo.uld be jeopardized by the deal. 

In an interview with The HOY A, 
Gage noted that he was now 
"inclined to go along with (Meng, 
Benton and Ralston)." 

The law services included briefing 
Ralston and Gage for appearances 
before the DC City Council and the 
parking ban hearings_ No court 
action was taken by the Corp, which 
withdrew from the dispute last 
August after a businessmen's suit 
successfully contested the ban. 

Private Sector Alternative 
To the Halls of Academia 

(Continued from page 2) brethren in the humanities, but is less 
ment research jobs is smaller now vulnerable in the outside labor 
than in the 1960's, except in the market because of his technical skills. 
boom field of energy research, which In the long run, the problem will 
once again benefits the scientists. correct itself, as fewer students 

In the private sector, increasing decide to go to grad school and more 
interdependence between business PhD's become accustomed to work
and government creates a demand for ing outside of academia. By 1990 or 
executives with a thorough under· 1995 the number of PhD's will more 
standing of the governmental process closely match the available openings. 
and the economic system. Journalism But then as Lord Keynes noted, in 
provides another alternative to the the long run we're all dead. Our 
sheltered academic life. Columnist current efforts must. be directed 
George F. Will, who appears in toward~ improving the access to 
Newsweek and in newspapers across information concerning job prospects 
the country including The Washing· in all areas of the economy. 
ton Post holds a PhD in political 
science from Princeton. And Hunter Next week, The HOYA looks at 
Thompson, Rolling Stone's national . tenure: the justification of academic 
political correspondent and founder freedom through economic security, 
of Gonzo journalism, also has a the publish-or·perish doctrine, stu· 
doctorate in political science. dent input into the process, and 

Overail, then, the PhD in science other issues facing the academic 
is subject to the same pressures as his community. 

Wanted: 

DO YOU KNOW ABOUT 

WANTED 
TELEPHONE SOLICITORS TO 
WORK FOR FIRM LOCATED IN 
SPRING VALLEY SECTION OF 
WASHINGTON. EXCELLENT 
COMPENSATION 

Responsible graduate stu· 
dent. Comfortable living quar· 
ters ",n lake in Northern Vir
ginia in exchange for minor 
duties and some house·sitting. 
Some meals provided. Refer· 
ences and own transporta· 
tion required. Call 370-1519 
weekdays from 9 to 5. 

TEL AVIV 
UNIVERSITY 
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS FOR 
AMERICAN AND CANADIAN STUDENTS 

STUDY 

ENJ.OY 

SAVE •• 
~ 

COURSES TAUGHT IN ENGLISH 
Main disciplines: 

Accreditation: 

Middle Eastern Studies 
Visual and Performing Arts 
Liberal Arts & Humanities 
Judaic Studies 
Program accredited by 
American Universities 

Enjoy an enriching life experience studying and 
maturing in the expansive environs and facilities 
of modern Tel Aviv University, situated in a 
vibrant. cosmopolitan city ... a cultural center_ 
Enjoy the within walking distance beach. and the 
program provided trips to Jerusalem. Bethlehem, 
Hebron. etc. Enjoy the new sports center, olympIC 
pool. tennis and basketball courts, track and soccer 
stadium. Truly, there is so very much to complement 
your serious academic program to make your stay at 
the university most enjoyable and memorable. 

Tuition: .. 

Dormitory: 

Living: .. 

Total Package: 

$1400 fo r one year 
$700 for one semester 
$270 for one year 
$120 for one semester 
Estimated living expenses 
$100 per month 
$3600, includes travel. 
tuition, dormitory, living 
expenses for one year. 

CALL TOLL FREE 800-113-7419 
American Friends of Tel Aviv University. Inc. 342 Madison Ave .. N.Y .• N Y 10017 

CALL 363-5300 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• · ........ . : '. a lie : 

: livemusic 
• • • • 

• • • 
• • • • • • 

plays on 
as we 

bile a buck 
ojfany 

....... t" Old 
Mexico • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

deep-dish 
pizza. 
This weekend, April 8 & 9 

THE MIKE HARRIS TRIO 

Bring this ad any Friday/Saturday thru April 23rd. 
Total discount per pizza: one dollar, 7pm -clOSing. 

Folk. bluegrass, Irish music live 9 pm-closing. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Painters Pants 
All sizes and styles 

Jewelry by individual 
Craftsmen 

Short and long 
summer dresses 
between $10 and $25 

Hand woven and 
India print bedspread 

Third World Imports 

141 0 Wisconsin Ave., N.W. 

Down the friendliest 
alley in Georgetown 
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editolials 
Fighting BAC 

Scott Ozmun's proposal that the Budget 
Advisory Committee include an undergrad
uate student, which was endorsed by the 
student senate last Sunday, is a good idea_ 

In fact, it should be extended to include 
student and faculty representatives from all 
three campuses. 

The BAC, in case you had forgotten, draws 
up all the so-called "overhead" or administra
tive' budgets, for the university as a whole. 
The costs for these administrative areas are 
allocated to all three campuses. In addition, 
the BAC is now charged with disbursing 
utility surpluses, like this year's, which is 
likely to total close to $300,000. 

The overhead costs allocated to the main 
campus in 1978 constituted nearly a quarter 
of its budget. Since these costs are borne in 
excess of 70% by students' tuition dollars, 
simple justice demands direct student input 
into decisions regarding these budgets. 

Such items as Physical Plant, General 
Administration and Student Development are 
included in overhead costs. 

The present committee is composed of the 
three top administrators on the university's 
campuses, University Treasurer George Hous
ton and Eldon Hale, Director of the Budget. 

Is there any person in this group who 

could as adequately represent the students' 
interests as a real, live student? 

The response to the Senate resolution so 
far has been that students are adequately 
represented in the budget making process 
through the MCFC which makes recommen
dations to the main campus representative on 
the BAC, Rev. Aloysius-Kelley. 

However, it needs to be stressed again that 
this does not provide students with the direct 
voice in the preparation of non-academic 
budgets that have in the preparation of 
academic budgets. 

It should also be pointed that the meetings 
of the BAC are all carried on behind closed 
doors. If President Tim Healy cannot see his 
way clear tincluding faculty and student 
representatives on the committee, then he 
ought at least to open the BAC meetings to 
their scrutiny. 

Then, the administrative area budget 
decisions would have to he justified to the 
campus population at large, just as academic 
decisions already must be. 

If this university really means to make 
academics its first priority, then it must 
submit the administrative area budgets to the 
closest possible scrutiny. The senate's resolu
tion would be an aid towards doing just that. 

The Brush-off 
prosperous alumni who remember these 
slights. It's a sad state of affairs when the 
majority of the GU students graduate with a 
very bad taste in their mouths about the 
whole GU experience. 

RL: Birds of a Feather Bed To'gether 
The current 'purges over at Resi

dence Life (RL) provide a rare 
glimpse at the true workings of that 
secretive department. They demon
strate more than the fact that the 

'selection of RAs is an arbitrary 
process and that RAs who find 
themselves on the wrong side of RL 
head Valerie Yokie will soon find 
themselves looking for other employ· 
ment. The axings also showed more 
than the traditional disregard for the 
desires of the student body by, RL 
administrators. 

The basic issue seems to be RAs 
not being supportive of Resident 
Director Cheryl Eckstam's pro· 
gramming_ Of course they were not, 
because the students on the floor did 
not want any part of the program· 
mingo 

It is clear to anyone but RDs, RL 
administrators and those looking for 
RA positions (that is to say, anyone 
with even remote contact with the 
students), that most students try to 
avoid residence life and its programs 
as much as is possible. Most find 
themselves able to eke out an 
existence without "assertiveness 
training," "kite flying contests," 
"floor scavenger hunts" and other 
nursery school antics. 

Now I have no degrees in 
syncophantic interaction, and I have 

never attended any RL conventions 
in Atlanta and Denver, but it seems 
to me that in a rational world one' 
would cut the unwanted programs 
rather than the RA's who realistically 
acted in accordance with the wishes 
of the floors. The professed purpose 
of Residence Life-"to promote 
community spirit on the floors"-is ' 
benevolently doomed from the start. 
Due to Georgetown's severe housing 
shortage and the way the lottery is 
run, it is difficult for friends to 
arrange to be on the same floor. 
Thus, at Georgetown, students tend 

Off the Walll 
8altSaitta 

to make friends among those they 
lived with freshman year and espe
cially those they meet through 
activities. Any attempt to redirect 
the natural patterns of friendship by 
programming in the name of com
munity spirit can not succeed. 

Actually, if one considers the 
overwhelming lack of support that 
Residence Life and its programs are 
meeting with, one would have to 
question the need for RAs arid most 
of RL's programming. 

RAs are neither wanted or needed 
on upperclass floors. There are those 
who would contend that RAs are 
necessary on freshmen floors. This 
may be true, but freshmen floors 
aren't really all that vital. If we put 
'freshmen and upperclassmen on the 
same floors, as is done at many other 
universities, we would eliminate the 
need for any RA's. We could handily 
do with a single administrative 
functionary (rather than a "profes
sional'" RD) in each building to 
provide the services like charging 
students $1 for a new room key and 
selling laundry tickets. 

The workabilitv of such ar idea is 
borne out by the 'opposition of RA's 
.to the proposal to pI It ~om e upper
classmen on freshmt'll 'flvors. One 
RA from north of Reisl; Scien<:e 
claimed that upperclassmen would 
"diminisl: the rule of the RA.n 

Devoid of self-intel:llst, what the 
statement means is thctt if upperclass
men VI'~r:t' on freshmen floors the 
uselessness of RAs would become 
too apparent to ignore. 

While doing away with RAs on 
~very floor would make sense, it will 
probably not he done. S(), as long as 
the RL is as overstaffed as it is, we 
will pay for its unwanted program
ming and othllr attempts 1;0 justify its 

-existence. 

Nuclear Proliferation 
Perhaps no single subject is as, Pakistan and Brazil, respectively; that 

ominous as nuclear proliferation. Yet triggered Kissinger's, and later Car
for an issue of such importance, ter's efforts to partially negate those 
covered l\!most daily in the press, an deals. However, the power reactor
inordinate amount of misinformation recycling route is not the preffered 
and misunderstanding persists. This path to the "nuclear club," 
column attempts to deal with one The easiest route is via the 
aspect of the problem: the relation- research reactor. This is a minireactor 
ship between nuclear proliferation developed to indoctrinate a country 
and nuclear energy. to the peaceful uses of atomic power, 

Traditionally, nuclear prolifera- However, it is possible to extract 10 
tion has been defined as the posses- to 50 kg of plutonium per year using 
sion of nuclear warheads (or a facilities ranging from the college 
plutonium dispersal device) by a chemistry laboratory level to more 
country or group. This definition is sophisticated remote handling faeHi
no longer adequate; especially when ties. 
considering the r~lationship between --------------
proliferation and the nuclear fuels m ddlin / 
industry, Instead it should be defined U 9 

(unless it is abundant in his country) 
can provide and (2) the elements 
necessary to manufacture a nuclear 
weapon if the need would arise. 

Given these benefits, it one 
accepts the "elemental" definition it 
appears that nuclear proliferation 
will only increase in the years to 
come. 

The ax has fallen on yet another faculty 
member up for tenure this year. This time, on 
Daniel Brush of the Fine Arts Deaprtment. 
Again, bewildered students query "Why?" 
Clearly demonstrating excellence both as a 
teacher and as a painter, the Fine Arts 
Department grasps at service, the most 
tenuous and subjective of the three criteria 
theoretically used as a basis for the whole 
tenure procedure. , 

The real reason behind Brush's denial 
remains obscure. The point remains: a, fine 
professor has been axed, consequently stu
dents have been screwed again, and untenured 
faculty can quake in their boots. for with 
these proceedings their future is shaky at best. 

The danger of the situation lies in the 
feeling of helplessness and powerlessness on 
the part of students, other faculty, members 
and even administrator~. It, is time to stop 
writing scathing editorials, it is time to stop 
talking. We' mustH<I.~-t;~on tl~C' situali~n, a~d ;u:;t" . 
now! Students, alonwwith,faculty, must,unite",,; 
to voice their opinion and to protest the 
situation of the current tenure proceedings. 
To do so is in our best collective interest. 

as the possession of the elements 

. ~~~;~~~f,~~ ,d~~~~tJ~~~ a nuclear ", ,,_B,o.,~,GQ9~ 
Today' twenty-rour :countries pos· 

seSl> ,these,.elements. It is .impossible 
to.-turn the clockrback. That the, 
world must play an odds game 
should not incite resignation but 
rather should redouble our effort. 

Some general steps which the 
Federal Government could take to 
choke off nuclear proliferation are: 
(1) Direct the international (as well 
as our own) flow of energy develop
ment away from nuclear towards 
solar, wind, geothermal, etc. Coun
tries can not be expected to deny 
themselves nuclear energy unless 
there is a more viable option. 
(2) Pass on the real costs of nuclear 
energy to the domestic and intenla
,tionaL ,1;01lsumer, except for uranium 
'and' :eririched' uranium' as a" cheap 
suppl~"of these,; tends. to retard the 
movement towards the '~pltItonium 
economy." However" the capitol 
costs-estimated today as at least 
20% higher than coal, should be 
passed on in full. (3) Strict monitor
ing of all research reactors in 
operation and the insistance that if, 
in the future, a country wants 
nuclear energy they should acquire a 
power as oprosed to a research 
reactor. (4) A reworking of the 
Non·Proliferation Treaty considering 
the "elemental!' definition of prolif
eration. 

Not only are students the victims of these, 
but the whole University. When Professor 
Hitlin got the boot last ycar (He's now 
making headlines at AU) tj1e vast majority of 
his students were visibly outraged. But the 
Government Department dismissed their pro
tests because as we all know it's very easy to 
ignore lowly undergraduates. However, most 
of these lowly undergraduates grow up to be 

We propose that the Student Senate 
investigate the current cases under contro
versy and take issue similar to the Senate's 
backing of O'Connor. Furthermore we pro· 
pose that students and faculty take active 
measures to demonstrate their concern over 
the issue. The Senate could organize a display 
of interest for an hour outside Healy's office. 
The point remains: we must act and act now 
in defense of our own collective interests., 

A bomb can not be produced 
from the fuel used in a Light Water 
Refractor (LWR), the basic nuclear 
power plant. This fuel contains only 
2% to 4% U-235, the fissionable 
isotope of uranium. To construct an 
effective bomb a concentration of 
approximately 90% U-235, or Plu· 
tonium P-239 is needed. However if 
the spent fuel from an LRW is 
recycled, plutonium, a by-product of 
the reaction, can be separated out. It 
is the sale of such recycling technol
ogy by France and West Germany to 

lette.s ... lettels ... lette,s ... letters 

One Athletic 
Supporter 

To the Editor: 
I am tired of reading your poorly 

researched articles and editorials 
about the supposed deviousness of 
Joe Lang and the GU track squad. 
,loe Lang is one of the most 
respected coaches in the East. His 
record at GU has been one of steady 
progress. We have returned to the 
level of prominence in.' cross country 
and indoor track that we enjoyed in 
the fifties and sixties. Lang has been 
the key to our improvement. Unfor
tunately, this progress could be 
impeded unless the issue of so-called 
favoritism towards Lang and G U track 
by the athletic department, which 
has been pushed by The HOY A all 
year, is resolved in a proper setting. 

A few weeks ago I journeyed to 

Princeton to see the IC4A champion
ship indoor track meet. When not 
competing, much of the discllssion 
among Hoya runners was centered 
around the shabby treatment they 
had gotten again in the latest edition 
of The HOYA; see 'Running Scared" 
in the March 4 issue, written by Bart 
Saitta. Saitta implies that Lang may 
be working part time for full-time 
pay. Anyone familiar with Eastern 
collegiate track and cross country 
knows that serious coaches (like a 
Joe Lang and Dennis Kanach) spend 

, an average of 60 to 70 hours a week 
coaching and recruiting. Saitta and 
his colleagues should do their home· 
work before shooting from the hip. 
Needless to say. The HOY A was not 
represented at the IC4A meet. The 
sports writers can certainly find 
enough time to run down the 
program, but they can't seem to find 
any time or space to monitor our 
runners' performances. 

At Princeton, two of our three 
top runners had a psychic letdown 
during the key part of their races, 
and they failed to finish in the top 
five (scoring) places. Both have 
directly or indirectly admitted that 
they felt the coaches jobs and 
possibly Hoya track were riding on 
their shoulders. In the present milieu, 
this is understandable. But the 

normal rigors of competition are 
enough! The HOY A, athletic depart
ment, and administration cannot let 
this unfortunate situation continue. I 
suggest that President Healy (to 
whom the Athletic Advisory Board 
reports) sit down with HOY A report
ers, student reps, and Messrs. Alto
bello, Rienzo, and Lang, to have an 
open discussion about decision mak-

J::ive.. EEBJ PAAC.TICIr-t; 
ALL WEEK.! ------

In fact, Article IV, Section ,2 of 
the Non-Proliferation Treaty states 
that Hall the Parties to the' Treaty 
undertake to facilitate the fullest 
possible exchange of equipment, 
materials and scientific and technical 
information for the peaceful use of 
nuclear energy." Under this clause 
countries such as Zaire, Uruguay, 
Venezuela and Indonesia have been 
given research reactors. If one ac
cepts the "elemental" definition this 
is blatant proliferation. 

Consider the situation of a Third 
World leader, His country has·· an 
increasing demand for energy. If he 
chooses the nuclear route he gets two 
bonuses: (1) greater independence 
from suppliers than either coal or oil 

• • • 
ing in the athletic department in 
general, and track in particular. It's 
time for reason to prevail. Why 
should Hoya track participants 
shoulder the burden of a breakdown 
in information and decision making 
on a leading campus of higher educa· 
tion? Come on Fattier Healy, it's in 
your hands. 
Douglas M. Brown Associate Professor 

Bob Gage is an intern on the 
- Nuclear Fuels Working Group of the 

Atlantic Council, 

Editor's Note: 
The column did not contend that 

Lang did not work full time but that 
he does not have the time ,to coach 
both the men's and women's track 
teams and do justice to both. The 
author stands by his column. 

MA'f~ YolYR£. "JUST 
I--IAVI NG 1R01J13\..E. WrI'H 
-ruE API't£ ... 
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fe~tules 
UN-TRAditioNAL EduCATioN AT A TRAdiTioNAL School 

by Charles Pekow and 
Russell Miraglia 

Attend the lectures, read the 
texts, memorize it all, then take the 
tests and perhaps write a paper. Most 
GU professors conduct their classes 
this way. 

But a few professors would rather 
do it differently. The GU faculty, 
includes professors who stress learn
ing by doing or contact between 
stUdents .and teacher over studying, 
testing and writing papers. 

Sociology Professor Dimitri 
Monos said he thinks college students 
should involve themselves in the 
world that they are learning about. 
He sees college education as a tool 
for stud~nts to decide how they can 
be' made more aware' of their 
potentials for happiness. 

"Education should contribute to 
the student's contentment and gear 
him to help himself realize his goals 
for society," Monos said, "specifi
cally, education should add some 
experiential value to the stUdent that 
he can use in society to directly aid 
in the elimination of human waste 

Dimitri Monos 

and pain." 
"Any human activity or education 

is valueless, unless it can further the 
state of human welfare," he cantin· 
ued. 

So he initiated a Community 
Involvement Seminar in the Socio· 
logy Department. In this course, 
students come into contact with 
segments of the urban community. 

Students work as volunteers in 
social agencies varying from correc· 
tion groups for criminals and drug 
addicts, to homes. for mental, patients 
and' th~ aged; They work 10· to'~13 
hours a.,week .and keep"a journat,0f 
their actl .... ities~ . . ".'" '. ' 

Back 'in the· classroom, 'students 
discuss their experiences with other 
members of the class, as well as listen 

to Monos' lectures. 
Thus, Monos explained, students 

are given the opportunity to imple
ment classroom theory into the 
"real" world. 

Monos considers learning by 
doing, or empathetic learning, as 
superior to objective learning in the 
classroom. 

"You will learn more with 10 
hours at conversing with incarcerated 
criminals than taking five different 
courses in criminology," he asserted. 

Monos also added that the "rare 
opportunity for the student to 
contribute to the community is 
extremely rewarding for both stu
dent and community"-the student 
grows by actual participation in 
social welfare employment, aiding 
him in the refinement of his career 
goals and aspirations as an adult in 
the community. "The community 
obviously benefits from his services." 

Theology Professor Richard 
McSorley also attaches a high value 
to learning through experience. 

'. In the two courses that he 
teaches, "Nonviolent Revolution of 
Peace," and "War and Peace," 
students take part in what McSorley 
calls "peace programs." 

These programs range from work· 
ing at the Soup Kitchen to aiding the 
Quakers in one of their projects or 
picketing with the United Farm 
Workers. Students may design their 
own peace program. 

McSorley said he thinks that 
schools tend to focus too much on 
textbooks and neglect the commun
ity or "real world" experience. 

"Working in the community gives 
a concrete application to learning. 
Education, especially peace educa
tion, cannot be learned from 
books," McSorley said. 

"You cannot know poverty unless 
you have first·hand knowledge." 

But in the classes of at least one 
Georgetown professor, the learning 
by doing takes place in the class· 
room. 

One of the primary goals of the 
classroom education, according to 
English Professor James Fox, is 
"leaminj;( as an experience rather 
than simply acquiring 'information." 

Fox teaches several courses in 
drama and believes that playwrites 
do not write plays. They write 
scripts. In Fox's classes students 
dt:a~tize the plays,they read instead 
.oL:'ffierely .. reading. and discussing 
them.·,·" 'r<' "i .'..... . c, 
. '. '':To 'really know drama, one has 
to ·te~t it out; to do it," Fox stated. 
"I want to break down conventional 
cliche responses to plays." 

Fox thinks that it is the teacher's 
responsibility to create an atmo· 
sphere' where both stUdents and 
teacher can benefit through inter
action. He asserted that this inter
action can produce a tone of 
communal friendship_ 

"Getting to know fellow students 
better is important as a social 
experience and complements the 
intellectual experience," Fox con
cluded. 

Take a class with' Linguistics 
Professor Donna Napoli and, you 
won't be given a lot of textbook 
reading and testing. 

Napoli explained that theories and 
knowledge in any science change 
over the course of time. 

"My job as a teacher is not to tell 
students what the scientific theories 

of the moment are, but to tell them 
how to deal with a problem." 

This way, students learn how 
truth is developed, she explained. 

"When I teach an introductory 
class, I believe a student should not 
read anything that gives an answer." 

She said that giving students an 
answer robs them of the opportunity 
to find the answer for themselves. 

Napoli does not use textbooks. 
Most reading she assigns consists of 
articles, accompanied by reading 

I guides. 
. She acknowledged drawbacks to 
her system of teaching."Most of us 
share a background where we expect 
our teachers to have aU the answers. 
It can be frustrating for the student." 

"I think that most students do 
not respect themselves," she said, 

adding that freq uently students think 
that the teacher's opinion is always 
better than the students' own ideas. 

"I think that people underrate 
their own intellectual potential. I try 
to inspire people to trust their own 
abilities," she said. 

How does Napoli employ the 
bluebook that so many Georgetown 
professors' use as the sole criterion 
for determining grades? 

"Tests are minor in importance. I 
give them because there is some value 
in tackling problems quickly. Speed 
is a useful tool, but 'not a necessary 
tool." 

But she said that she would rather 
not give grades at all. 

"Grades are really just for other 
people, not a record of enrichment." James Fox 

Puff! TilE MAGic DRAG-iN CouGlis 
Up A STORM of HEAlTIl PRoblEMS 

by Charles Pekow 
Cancer Control Month began last 

week and the American Cancer 
Society is once again spearheading its 
fundraising drive and campaign to 
discourage people from smoking 
cigarettes. 

More than a dozen years have 
passed since the Surgeon General 
determined that cigarette smoking 
harmed health and caused thousands 
of deaths every year. 

Still, cigarette manufacturers con· 
tinue to enjoy profits as young 
people begin to light up. 

What are smokers getting into? We 
asl,ed Medical School Pharmacology 
Professor Sorrell Schwartz, who has' 
been studying tobacco for 17 years, 
beginning when he attended graduate 
school. 

"There's close to a 100 per cent 
chance that a smoker will suffer 
some health problems related to 
smoking," he said. 

In addition to problems generally 
associated with smoking, such as 
cancer and heart attacks, "some 
people can suffer hearing problems 
due to changes in circulation affect· 
ing the inner ear," he went on. 

"Smoking apparently compro· 
mises the ability of the lung to 
defend itself;from'bacteria." ' 

"This 'leads to an' increase in the 
incidenci! of bronchitis among smok· 
ers," Schwartz explained. 

While discussing the evils of 
smoking, Schwartz picked up a pipe 

" 

from his desk, lit it and began to But he added, "People who quit 
puff. smoking really feel better. They sleep 

Why does he smoke? better. Their food tastes better." 
"Because it would sound better if He said that many smokers seem 

a HOY A reporter said I was smoking to be unable to give up the habit and 
a pipe than if he said I was sucking he suggests that they limit it. "A half 
my thumb," he explained. pack a day smoker may suffer little 

Then he added, "smoking isn't if any effects," he asserted. 
good for you, no matter if it's a pipe, Schwartz said that a smoker can 
cigarette or cigar." reduce the amount of toxic material 

"What is surprising is how well inhaled by smoking a cigarette only 
smokers make out, when you think halfway down. 
of how much poison they expose "The second half of the cigarette 
themselves to daily," he remarked. serves as a filter for the first half. 

"A smoker is a walking laboratory Therefore, he explained, by smoking 
for pollution experiments. They the second half one gets an increase 
probably breathe enough pollution to in toxic material in the smoke." 
simulate what would be considered ·"A person who smokes a 100mm 
an uninhabitable atmosphere." cigarette only 1/3 or 'Iz way down 

He said that although many probably will have less chance of 
smokers think they can quit any time harming his health. 
they want, "they simply do not Do the dangers of smoking in· 
realize that they are, forgive the clude the use of marijuana? 
expression, 'addicted'." Schwartz said that because pot 

"Some people see smoking as a smokers hold the smoke in their 
moral issue," Schwartz said. "The lungs, they increase the chance that 
smoker doesn't do anything more particles will deposit there. 
immoral than a person who overeats But he added that people who 
or doesn't exercise," he stated. smoke pot about once a week may 

"I tell 'medical students not to give themselves enough time to clear 
treat smokers like people bent on their lungs between uses. 
self·destruction." Could marijuana users avoid being 

"There's nothing worse than an harmed by smoke if they maj,e tea 
,ex·smoker wearing an '1 quit' button" , itistea'd of smoking it, as an article irl' 
'looking, down on the ·smokers arslUnd . COnBumer Reports suggested several 
ihim." . years ago? 

"It's ridiculous to say to someone, "It makes sense as far as the lungs 
'Stop smoking! You're killing your· are concerned, but you must know 
self' ," Schwartz went on. how to make it," Schwartz said, 

"You can use too much and get an 
overdose,' he explained. 

He also pointed out that not 
enough research has been done with 
marijuana because of burdens caused 
by administrative procedures that 
researchers must go through in order 
to work with the drug. 

ttwo 
thanks, 

ytlrat6er 
6ave 

an tgJyle:' 

® 

American 
Cancer Society 

The American Cancer Society is 
asking school newspapers to print ads 
such as this one. Throughout April. 
Cancer Control ~lIonth, the Society is 
leading a fundraising campaign. 
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alts & I_isures 
Extraordinary Catsplay 
by Ivan Katz 

Every now and then a play of 
extraordinary excelle'nce passes 
through town, hopefully on its way 
to great success in the cultural 
capitals of the world. Such a play is 
Istvan Orkeny's Catsplay currently at 
the Arena Stage until April 24. Beg, 
steal, or borrow a ticket, but don't 
miss it. 

Before discussing the substance of 
this play, special plaudits are due 
right off the bat: Karl Eigsti's set 
design is masterful, evoking just the 
right mood for roughly 95% of the 
production (the last few minutes of 
the play take place in a scene which 
could best. be described as severely 
cluttered .. , and unnecessarily so). 
Hugh Lester's lighting and Linda 
Fisher's costumes are also without 
discernable flaw. Edward Call's direc· 
tion leaves nothing to be desired; 
everything meshes to form a com· 
plete visual, audial and mental whole. 
The actors appear totally natural and 
never wooden. It is, in fact, the best 
type of direction ... the type which 
doesn't appear to be there. 

The scene is set in the mid-1960's 
in Budapest. We find Mrs. Bela Orban 
(Ergie as she is known) in her 
apartment verbally composing' a 
letter to her sister Giza, who, 
although we see her protruding from 
a platform stage right, we assume to 
be in Garmisch-Parntekirchen, Bava
ria. Within a short time, Mrs. Orban 
is joined by her tenant, Mousie, and 
her friend Paul. 

Through the play, Mrs. Orban 
, spins out the story of her (pardon 

the use of the phrase in vogue) 
second birth. A woman who is 
undisputably middle-aged at a mini
mum, Mrs. Orban .has been made to 
feel young again by the presence of 
an old acquai~tance (Paula) who 

. does everything except confront 
middle age. During the course of this 
lengthy episode in transparent futil
ity, she re-kindles her love affair with 
one Victor Vivelli, a singularly 

-unattractive opera singer of meagre 
talent who, like all opera stars on the 
middle European model, is too 
stupid to look past the next spray of 
ether which will get him through the 

upcoming aria. Of Victor it is stated: 
"Isn't it enough that he ruined your 
youth, so now your old age, toor" 

And above it all, literally and 
figuratively, is Geza, older than 
Ergie, paralyzed from the waist 
down, an Empress Dowager in a 
wheelchair ( a sort of Hungarian 
Franklin D. Roosevelt in drag). It is 
from Geza that we hear the words of 
experience and concern ., and in
evitably of overcaution. But it is not 
unknowing caution, for from Geza 
we hear the cry of the soul denied: 
"My life has been a long winter's 
sleep because I was afraid of the 
cold". We are confronted with the 
classic paradox of two extremes 

. though contradictory excesses; A 
refus!!l to accept the mental and 
physical constraints of old age at the 
potential and actual risk of appearing 
absurd; and the early regisnation to a 
life of awaiting death ... " a crippled 
old woman who talks to the swans" 
.. _ albeit with an antediluvian con
cept of dignity. 

Helen Burns as Mrs. Orban and 
Katherine Squire as Geza leave little 

to be asked in their interpretatioQs of 
the two major characters. Although I 
could easily run out of superlatives, 
"excellent" in all respects gets the 
thought across. 

The play's other characters in
clude Mousie the millener who 
imitates cats, Ergie's daughter Ilona 
and her husband Yoshki, the para
digm medical student, who together 
represent the cold reason of the New 
Soviet Man (save for an inexplicable 
act of compassion on the part of 
Yoshka, substituting placeboes~ for 

. sleeping pills when he senses -that 
Ergie is about to commit suicitie,) 
and Ergie's friend Paula, who comes 
across as an. aging whore who has yet 
to realize that her remaining function 
is to provide kicks to geriatophiles. 

What does all of this amount to? A 
fine play in which each char
acter standing alone is totally formed. 
To discuss one aspect of the play is 
to open up so many other aV1:lnues 
that it is impossible to summarize in 
a few paragraphs. It is hard to imag
ine a more perfect night at the theatre 
than at Catsplay at the Arena. 

"Meg", the award-winning play which kicked-off the American College 
Theater Festival at the Kennedy Center through April 17 . 

Pop Features 
by Kenneth Hafertepe Eagle managed to do botp, producing 

The shock of the month has to be three hit singles, "Take the Money 
that the Climax Blues Band has a and Run," "Rock'n' Me," and the 
bouncy top-forty hit single, title track. 

Pleasant Performing Arts 
"Couldn't See the Light." The shock Meanwhile, Boz Scaggs' Silk De
value is much less than in the past, grees has sold two million copies and 
however, because "Couldn't See the produced four hit singles, including 
Light" is only one of a number of "Lowdown," and, a full year after 
songs that have broken the pop/rock the release of the album, "Lido 
ice for bands that have been around Shuffle" is gracing the airwaves. 

Boston 

Symphony 

Shines 
Novelty of programming and 

orchestral majesty combined to 
produce a tremendously satisfying 
evening March 25 in the Kennedy 
Center Concert Hall, as Seiji Ozawa 
led his grand Boston Symphony in 
works by Ermanno Wolf-Ferrari, 
Tom Takemitsu and Richard Strauss. 

Subsequent to Washington im
presario Patrick Hayes' introduction 
of a number of VIP's in the audience, 
Ozawa and the Bostonians launched 
into Wolf-Ferrari's Secret of Susanna 
Overture, a brief, gUttering, sprightly 
piece that prefaces a brief, glittering, 
sprightly opera of ~he same name 
(about a woman whose secret is-
SHHHH !-she smokes). 

Fortunately, the wonderfully 
hummable main theme of the over
ture remained in this listener's head 
to counteract some less-than-inspir
ing sections of the music that 
followed. Much of Takemitsu's 
Qua train for clarinet, violin, cello, 
piano and orchestra, reminds one of 
the . sound tracks composed for 
certain Japanese art films (eg., 
Ugetsu). Great use is made of various 
percussion instruments, producing an 
e'ffect alternately eerie and deaden
ing. The results are certainly dis
jointed, especially minus the films' 
visual imagery. (It was suggested that 
Takemitsu has written "insect 
music." If so, bring on the fly.swat
ters!) Quatrain is a slow, fifteen 
minute study in sound, intriguing to 
hear the first time but, most likely, 

devoid of staying power. Is it music? 
Ozawa & Co., with the solo group 
known as Tashi, did their darnedest 
to prove it such. 

Richard Strauss' Sinfonia Domes
tica, an oft-maligned musical portrait 
of Strauss family life (known in some 
cynical quarters as the "German 
Waltons"), comprised the second half 
of the concert. Taken in its program
matical context, Strauss' tone poem 
is rather amusing, for the themes the 
composer has written for certain 
family members endow them with 
nothing less than heroic, if not 
celestial, qualities. 

Taken as pure music, Strauss' 
composition is as gorgeous and 
exciting as some of the more popular 
works of his large oeuvre. It is also a 
brilliant show-off vehicle for a 
first-class orchestra. Needless to ~ay, 
the fiery conductor and his dream 
ensemble made the most of the 
music, dazzling the audience (except 
for one blatant trumpet squeak) in 
an edge-of-the-ledge, precise perform
ance. When the family argues, 
Krakatoa takes on the attributes of a 
firecracker! 

Intense 
Pianist 

The eminent Russian-born pianist, 
Vladimir Ashkenzay, returned to the 
KC Concert Hall last Saturday for his 
third and final recital of the '761'77 
WPAS season. In several respects, his 
was a most unusual program. How 
often are we given the opportunity 
of listening to a program devoted 
entirely to the music of Russians 
Alexander Scriabin (1872-1915) and 
Sergei Rachmaninoff (1873-1943),? 
How often does a pianist present a 
group of compositions that, not , 

Russian pianist Vladimir Ashkenazy. 

taking anything away from their quite frankly, lack the thematic and, for a while. "Lowdown" must hold some sort of 
musical value, are characterized by in general, tonal variety of his earlier Manfred Mann's Earth Band record for attracting a diverse 
brevity? Not one of Ashkenazy's compositions. Scriabin, in and cashed in on a rocked-up version of audience because it has been played 
chosen worltS lasted more than, let's around 1900, was turned on to Bruce Springteen's "Blinded by the on just about every station in the 
say, fifteen m~nutes-making for mysticism and theosophy. In a few Light," which allowed the formerly area: the "progressive soul" of 
extremely difficult memorization. years he was composing what can be obscure group to finally see the ,WHUR, the "top-forty" of WPGC, 
(For once, no Beethoven, Chopin, called "music of the spheres"; top-forty light at the end of the "disco stereo" WKYS, "mainstream 
Mozart or Liszt sonatas!) structurally nebulous, _ shimmering tunneL rock" WWDC, and "progressive rock" 

It is then all to Ashkenazy's credit sounds fascinating to hear in small WHFS. 
that he performed in a generally doses, and ultimately unsatisfying The Blue Oyster Cult, America's So now both Miller and Scaggs are 
magnificent fashion. Ashkenazy is because of a decided sameness. Of favorite bunch of Nazi thugs, con- making scads of money, but they 
not the biggest technician on the the twelve works Ashkenazy played, nee ted with "Don't Fear the 'Reap- have paid through years of effort. 

. er." It is curious that a band with , scene today. Several pianists come to the last eight, being of Scriabin's late Silk Degrees was Scagg s sixth album, 
mind that could outdo him in terms period, were undistinguishable from such a violent reputation needs only and Fly Like all Eagle was Miller's 

one hit single before WPGC starts A I of accuracy and evenness of playing. one another. But one certainly ninth, not counting Iltho ogy. Sue-
But Ashkenazy really digs into the couldn't complain about Ashken- giving away tickets to their concerts cess has been a long time in coming. 
keys, producing a resonant, quasi- azy's interpretations, alternately in- to area teenagers. Oh well, at least Perhaps the biggest success story 
orchestral sound that more than trospective and demonic, of these it's less violent than Starsky and is that of Fleetwood Mac, which has 
amply makes up for any miniscule various short dances, poems and Hutch. been around for ten years in various 
technical deficiences (and which sonatas_ A pair of ,childhood friends who forms, playing to varying degrees of 
frequently obscured the KC audience What can one say about Ashken- struggled long and hard in thl' rock critical acclaim.' With the release of 
cough-accompaniment-a feat in it- azy's Rachmaninoff performances jungle without much recognition the album Fleetwood Mac, the band 
self!). (Etudes Tableauz, Prelul:!es)? Rach- from the general public are now burst through all the years of 

If one were to quibble with some maninoff's ripe, juicy themes and ri~ing the crest of popularity. Ste~e anonymity. 
aspect of the recital, it would be with chordal progressions are ideally Miller and Boz Scaggs formed theIr In fact, Flee twood Mac stayed on 
Ashkenazy's choice of repertoiy~or"'" s~i~d to,~the .pia,Wstls P,l~y~ng-,style. ' ,first bll.~!~t;.aJ¥.)'i~\vfJ:v~;\;aiI,d.=th~'~v:e,-,th~chart,~o long that the band could 
the Scriabin' portion of the program;-- --So;:Jor forty-fivEi"riliJ\ut{;s~or 'So; this' -been, ~playmg .ltlJ.Jalmostt twenty ,c'::',rib'ttele~'the follow·up album until 
In Scriabin's musical output, there .. listener was wallowing'-Q!lite conten- years. ""--,. ' several mont.hs after its completion: 
are a few distinct phases: romanti- tedly - in a consistently luxurious : Miller scored a hit in 1973 with And so names that used to pop up 
cism, lush romanticism, lush roman- sound. It might be noted that ecstasy "The Joker," but shortly after, he on "underground stations" now are 
ticism/mysticism, mysticism/ was achieved (somewhat) with Ash- wenL into semi·retirement while household words. While many would 
modernism. Each phase has a distinc- kenazy's encore choice-one of the debating whether he should turn out question the desirability of 'having 
tive quality that, with familiarity, most exquisite Scriabin etudes from more singles-oriented material or your songs played to the saturation 
can be called Scriabinesque. Ash- his premystical phase. Positive nir- maintain his image as the more point, no one will deny that the 
kenazy chose to concentrate on the vana! ephemeral "Space Cowboy." Some- pecuniary benefits just might make 
late works of the composer which, Alex Hassan how his 1976 release Fly Like an up for it. 

ABT Sweet and Sour at K.C. 
American Ballet Theatre's three

week season at the Kennedy Center, 
which closes Sunday, has had its 
share of ups and downs. 

Probably the best news so far is 
the triumphant return of Gelsey 
Kirkland, after much illness and 

,injury. In "Don QUixote" and 
"Coppelia" (the same roles she 
performed at Wolf Trap last July 
with Mikhail Baryshnikov),' she 
seemed well and she was definitely 
great. 

One big disappointment, of 
course, was the absence of Baryshni
kov, reportedly in London with the 
Royal Ballet, although he is sched
uled to re-join the company later this 
month for its New York season_ 

But the biggest disappointments 
at the Kennedy Center have stemmed 
from the ill-founded assumption that 
a great dancer in a great classic is an 
automatic guarantee of success. 

Carla Fracci, the foremost Italian 
ballerina, was showered with flowers 
after her "Giselle" and Coppelia," a 
rare gesture at the Kennedy Center. 
Until Natalia Makarova appeared on 
the Western scene, Fracci's "Giselle" 

was often said to' be' the very best 
around, and it's easy to see why. The 
selfless strength of her frailty envel- -
oped the production, and her dra
matic interpretation and technique 
were thoroughly integrated and com
plete. 

But it was difficult to forget that 
Fracci was a guest artist, never 
completely at home with the com
pany. Her "Giselle," otherwise bril
liant, suffered from what seemed to 
be inadequate rehearsal time (as did 
her "Coppelia"). In the opening 
dances with Albrecht (Ivan Nagy), 
the simplest of steps were often 
painfully unsynchronized; in the 
supported "floating" arabesques at 
the end of the second act, her 
contact with the stage was all too 
earthly and obvious. 

Cynthia Gregory, in "Giselle" and 
"La Sylphide," was at home With the 
company, but her incomparably 
strong technique and her physical 
beauty and sophistication are really 
inappropriate for these roles. Unde
niably, it's exciting to see what she 
does with such well-known choreog
raphy. Her adagios are incredibly 

strong, sustained, and extended, but 
the dramatic characterizations are 
just unbelievable, through no real 
fault of her own. 

Her performances are best en
joyed by just forgetting the whole 
dramatic context. That's easy enough 
with a ballet like "Sleeping Beauty," 
where what's left when she's not 
dancing is eminently worth forget
ting. But the strength of "Giselle," 
and the reason it survives as a 
masterpiece is its unified integration 
of choreography and music with the 
dramatic concept. Incongruities in 
casting are thus more noticeable and 
problematiC than with other ballets. 

The company's orchestra 
wouldn't dream of using a trumpet 
to emulate bird sounds or a French 
horn for the violin solo in "Jardin 
aux Lilas." Different dancers have 
different instruments, through no 
fault or credit of their own, and 

version ,though. The ballet was re
choreographed to different music by 
Danish choreographer Auguste Bour
non ville, and this version was re
staged for ABT in 1972 by Eric 
Bruhn (who will play Madge this 
Sunday evening). But the produc
tion's strengths are decidedly limited. 
Boumonville choreograpy is still an 
oddity here, for dancers and audi
ences accustomed to flashy Russian/ 
American athleticism, and the non
descript music doesn't help. 

The romantic theme ( the tension 
between earthly love and the unat
tainable romantic ideal) is rich with 
dramatic pOSSibilities, but only with 
dancers who can make a convincing 
presentation. When the choreo
graphic and dramatic strengths don't 
crystallize, the performance can be 
sorely disappointing, as was Greg
ory's and Charles Ward's. 

Tragedy Strikes in Bloody Ha~lan 

• casting that places artistic values 
above box office accepts that fact. 
Gregory is eminently worth seeing in 
anything she wants to dance, and 
"Giselle" is eminently worth preserv
ing as a ballet. But the ballet is worth 
preserving because of the things that 
make it a claSSic-namely, its organic 
unity-not simply because it is a 
classic. 

Gregory's "Sylphide" suffered the 
same incongruities. That great tech
nique notwithstanding, the perfor
mance was overwhelmed with the 
fact of Gregory-trying-to-be-the
Sylph. It's 'also less clear that 
"Sylphide" is worth saving. The 
casting is crucial here, not to save 
strength of the ballet, but to save it 
from its shortcomings. 

Makarova and Fernando Bujones, 
in "Le Corsaire," were the biggest 
crowd-pleasers; indeed, the usually 
sedate Kennedy Center audience 
sounded like transplants from some 
athletic stadium. Screaming 'and 
whistling at Bujones' knock-'em·dead 
technique, they gave him a rare, if 
slightly hesitant, standing ovation. 

Technique is his main (some say 
his only) strength, and that's what 
"Corsaire" is all about. Makarova 
usually shines here too, but she 
seemed rather shaky and subdued 
that night. Bujones, though, almost 
(but not completely) compensated 
for the disappointment at the substi
tution of. "Corsaire" for the original
ly·scheduled premiere of their new 
pa~ de deux "Something Special" 
(which, at this writing, is still 
planned for tomorrow. night's pro
gram). 

In an era where most strikes are as 
peaceful as they are common, Bar
bara Kopple's Harlan County, U.S.A. 
stands out as a starle reminder that 
labor-management relations are not 
always as tranquil as we would like 
to imagine. 

Set in the coal fields of Kentucky, 
the documentary chronicles the de
termined struggle of Harlan county 
miners to organize and join the 
United' Mine Workers of America. 
Alligned against the miners is the 
powerful 'Duke Power Company and 
its subsidiary, the Eastover Mining 
Company. In 1972 the miners 
unionized and demandep. higher pay 
and safer working conditions; Duke 
Power refused to rec~gnize the 
union. The miners walked off the job 
and stayed out for over a year in a 
bitter strike that left one miner dead 
and several injured. 

Labor violence is nothing new to 

the region, nicknamed "Bloody" 
Harlan in the '30's for a violent series 
of strikes in which seven miners were 
killed and dozens more wounded. 
This is one of Kopple's themes-that 
nothing has changed, that the strug
gle continues. She stresses the point 
with film cuts of the thirties that 
show federal troops occupying the 
mines. In another mo.ving scene she 
shows the aging widow of a miner 
'reciting a song she wrote for the 
striking miners 40 years ago. Her 
voice cracks as she sings the lines 
"Which side are you on?" . 

Kopple leaves no doubt which 
side she is on. Her depiction of the 
miner's struggle is both sympathetic 
and sensitive. She deals heavily with 
the effect of the strike on the miners' 
families. In one scene a young 
mother explains to her little daughter 
that "Daddy is on strike so we can 
have running water and a bathtub." 

The film branches out from 

Harlan county to other events which 
shape the miners' lives. The struggle 
for leadership of the UMW between 
the corrupt Tony Boyle and reform
ing Jack Yablonski is depicted. The 
struggle ultimately led to Yablonski's 
murder. The danger of the mines is 
made horribly clear in a film clip of 
the Mannington mine disaster in 
Farmington, West Virginia, which 
took the lives of 78 miners in 1972. 

In Harlan, the tension mounts as 
the months drag by. Management 
goons machine·gun the miners' 
homes and take pot-shots at strikers 
on the picket line. There is a violent 
battle between strikers and state 
police~ Finally a settlement is 
reached, but only after a young 
miner is gunned down on'the picket 
line and the miners ann themselves. 

Kopple makes it clear that the 
struggle does not end with the 
settlement of the strike. Her problem 

comes in deciding whim to end her 
documentary. It would seem logical 
to end it with the settlement of the 
strike, yet it drags on to show two 
subsequent strikes, one a part of a 
nationwide walkout, the other a 
wildcat to protest a no-strike clause 
in their new contract. Here she brings 
the film to a close, evidently realizing 
she could go on forever. In Harlan 
county, there are no real settlements, 
only lulls in the battle. 

The film, despite its minor flaws, 
well deserved its Academy Award. 
Liberally sprinkled- with miner's 
ballads, it gives an insight into a 
culture and lifestyle foreign to most 
of us. Harlan County, U_S_A. is more 
than just the history of a strike. It is 
a portrait of a proud and deter
mined people; a people who won't be 
trampled underfoot by the mine 
owners, the government, or even 
their own union. 

Mark Bulik, 

One of the oldest ballets still 
performed, it comes .perilously close 
to crossing the line between old 
ballets that are still around because 
they're classics, and old ballets that 
are still around because they're old. 
Unquestionably, "Sylphide" has im
mense historical interest. The original 
1832 production ushered in the 
romantic age of ballet, and was the 
first to make extensive use of toe 
shoes, as well as wires, so the Sylphs 
could literally float around stage. 
(They reportedly got. extra pay for 
this hazardous duty.) 

ABT's production shales-' little 
beyond the plot, ~17:,\ 'the ori.ginal 

Another big disapPOintment was 
Leslie Browne, who has yet to deliver 
on her apparent potential. Her 
Caroline in "Jardin aux Lilas" last 
Saturday jerked instead of flowed, 
and was singularly uninspired. Her 
Prayer variation in "Coppelia" the 
next day was not only uninspired, it 
was technically embarrassing. In the 
opening arabesque promenade and 
arabesque penche she almost com
pletely lost her balance several times, 
and never really regained composure. 

. JUlie Van Camp 
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SCHOOL FOR SUMMER AND 
CONTINUING·EDUCATION 

PlanningSutntner Study? 

! 

Summer Sessions on Campus 

Pre-Registration: April 12-18 
with your Dean, School 
Advisor, or Departmental Advisor. 

Registration must be completed by 
May 11 for all Pre Session and 
MSA courses. Registration fOf all 
othe,f courses may be completed in 
advance by May 27, or' at 
Walk-In-Registration .. , 
• Pre Session: Mpy 16 - June 3/10 
• First Session: June 13 - July 16 

",.".,.1 Ei.ght.·Week Cross: June',13 .~August:.5'·, .
• i'Six Week Cross: June 27'~'\Arigust 5" :,' 

I. J", ! 

, ',.J ":;!' 

• Second'Session: July 18 - August 19 

Over 200 undergraduate and 
graduate courses including: 

• Public Affairs Seminar-Internship 
• Community Involvement Seminar-Internship 
• Arabic, Chinese, French, German, Italian, 

Japanese, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish 
• Biology, Business Administration, Chemistry, 

Classics, Economics, English, Fine Arts, 
Government, History, Liberal Studies, 
Linguistics, Mathematics, Nursing, 
Philosophy, Physics, Psychology, Sociology, 
Theology. 

• Russian Area Studies, Latin'American 
Studies 

Programs Abroad 
• Dijon, France ~ French . 
• Quito, Ecuador - Spanish 
• Trier, West Germany - German 

J" . : 
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Ryan Haunts Seniors Kelley ,Urges MCFC To 
PlanCoriservativ~ Budget by Wayne Saitta 

Many seniors who are receiving 
letters this week from the Senior Gift 
Committee soliciting donations may 
remember a petition they signed 
three years ago, pledging not to 
donate any money to Georgetown 
until "full disclosure" was made why 
Fr, Edmund G, Ryan was fired. 

Ryan was axed from his post as 
Executive'Vice President for Educa
tional Affairs by then University 
President Fr. R. J. Henle, SJ on Holy 
Thursday, 1974. 

The letter pledging to withold 
donations, which had over two 
thousand signatures, was part of a 
massive protest of the firing which 
almost cost Henle his job and which 
many contend forced him into an 
early retirement. 

Two of the many seniors who 
signed the letter as freshman were 
Leo Madden and Jeff Locke, who are 
now both chairmen of the senior gift 
committee, They said that they saw 
no contradiction between the letter 
and their soliciting for the senior gift. 

Locke explained saying, "I don't 
see any conflict in Signing the 
petitions (not to donate money to 
the university) and being chairman of 
the senior gift committee. It seems 
that some reasons had been given to 
Jack Leslie. He felt the reasons given 
were ample." Locke also said that he 
felt "the petition was to find out 
why Fr. Ryan was fired, not for the 

way the university handled the 
matter." ') 

Locke stressed the fact that t}le 
gift fund which is earmarked for the 
Student Center will be "totally 
student run." He added, that it 
will be a gift to future classes, not to 
the university. 

In their letter of solicitation to 
seniors, the gift committee explicitly 
stated that the university will play no 
role in the administration of the 
fund. 

Sue Kinnear, who was student 
government vice president at the 
time; commented "I'm sure the vast 
majority have forgotten about it. I 
think the facts that did come out 
satisfied most people." 

The university to this date has 
never made public the reasons why 
Ryan was fired, other than Henle's 
original statements at the time that 
there were "irreconcilible differ
ences" between Ryan, and himself. 
Henle had added, "If he were a 
layman, I'd have fired him six 
months ago." 

Henle contended that he did 
inform Ryan of the reasons for his 
firings. Ryan, however, denied this 
claim, stating that he was never given 
the grounds for his dismissal. 

Ryan's firing provoked protests 
which lasted until the May meeting 
of the 'Board of Directors, when the 
board upheld the firing. 

The overwhelming majority of the 
student body, faculty, and Jesuit 
community supported Ryan, center
ing ,their protests on getting public 
reasons for the dismissal. Many·in the 
university community cast the dis
pute as a battle. between the 
educational and business interests of 
the University, Ryan representing the 
former! 

Ryan, a visible and popular 
administrator was considered by 
many students to be more accessible 
and concerned about students than 
most administrators. 

Others at the time contended that 
it was a continuing fued with 
Chancellor of the Med Center Mat
thew McNulty that cost Ryan his 
job. 

The following summer the Board 
of Directors revamped the Univer-, 
sity's administrative structure and set 
a mandatory retirement age for the 
position of University president. ,This 
latter move forced Fr. Henle to retire 
at the end of the spring of 1976. 

In~ January of 1975 Ryan was 
appointed president of Seattle Univ
ersity. Many within the Georgetown 
community viewed this as a vindi
cation of his tenure at Georgetown. 
Ryan then suffered a breakdown due 
to what his doctors termed "exhaus
tion." He is currently working at an 
educational institution outside of 
Syracuse, NY. 

Fr. Edmund Ryan 

by Tracey Hughes 
"We need to look for a Conserva

tive Financial Plan with no room for 
shortfall," announced Vice-President 
for Academic Affairs Father Aloysius 
Kelley, sounding the note for the 
Main Campus Finance Committee's 
formation of the FY'79 ,budget. 

Setting guidelines at a recent 
MCFC ;.meeting Kelley commented, 
"We are dealing with are-allocation 
of limited resources: tuition and a 
very small endowment. In every case 

Ideology Crisis In 
U'SSR Discussed 

by Sarah Maleady 
"Any concession in the field of 

human rights would not only endan
ger Soviet human rights fighters, but 
also international relations," stressed 
Soviet dissident Michael Agursky in a 
speech Monday. 

the Carter administration to go along 
a "new way." He recommended that 
the US "use principle in its policy," 
adding that "The Carter administra
tion, in restoring principle, is dOing a 
good job." 

Kissinger 
Speaks 

(Continued from page 1) 

we are talking about underfunding." 
According to Kelley one problem 

to be faced by the committee this 
coming year is that undesignate d 
funds from, the president's office 
(consisting of undesignated mandate 
'81 income and undesignated invest· 
ment income) wili'be largely unavail
able to the Main Campus, and new 
sources of revenue must be de· 
veloped. As a result, the committee 
has to look into all departments for 
cuts. 

Although he is calling for a 
reevaluation of various University 
departments in a search for new 
financial options, Kelley has stated, 
"There is definitely' going to be a 
ceiling on undergraduate enrollment; 

.. it is too large. Raising enrollment will 
simply not be available as a stop-gap 
(to financial shortfalls)". 

They're CAGing Us In· 

Agursky spoke to a crowd of 
about forty on "The Ideological 
Basis of Soviet Foreign Policy," a 
lecture sponsored by the Interna
tional Relations Club and the 
Russian Area Studies Group. Agur
sky, a cybernetics professor and an 
emigre to Israel, is a past member of 
the Academy of Science and has 
co-authored several essays with Alex
andr Solzhenitsyn. 

Agursky stated that while Soviet 
society is usually considered "cen
tralized and inspired by common 
goals," Soviet leadership currently is 
undergoing a "legitimacy crisis." 

To obtain an arms accord and 
understanding with the Kremlin, 
Kissinger urged that the US "make 
clear by our strength and determina· 
tion" that Soviet expansionism "will 
be resisted," and that the US 
"moderate Soviet conduct" by in· 
cluding the soviets in the interna· 
tional system. These goals can only 
be obtained, Kissinger maintained, if 
the Soviet Union understands the 
need for "strict reciprocity." Kissin
ger cited the recent invasion of Zaire 
by Katangan rebels as one example 
of Soviet acquiescence to "irrespons· 
ible acts." 

However, according to student 
member of the MCFC Chris Graham, 
this is not the case with tuition. 
"Tuition will probably go up ,about 
$250, it shouldn't go up any more," 
he commented. MCFC member 
junior Doug Schoppert agreed that 
there would be a tuition.hike. "The 
goal will be an increase of $100 or 
less, " he said, adding,"anything over 
that risks lhe setting of a pattern 
where you are ralsmg tuition 
$250-300 every year. That simply 
can't be." 

Both Graham and Schoppert cited 
a reduction in the number of faculty 
as a possible area in which to make 
cuts. "We'll have to cut faculty 
members out of less uUsed depart
ments such as the Physics depart
ment, which has eleven tenured 
faculty members and graduated only 
eight PhD's last year," commented 
Graham. 

(Continued from page 3) 
In April of 1974, the BZA 

approved the Ryan master plan over 
the opposition of the Citizen's 
Association. The latter appeal€d the 
Board's ruling, a move that took two 
and a half years to produce the 
October 1976 Court of Appeals 
ruling which overturned the BZA's 
approval. 

At first glance, one would wonder 
why CAG would present such a 
vigorous opposition to the plan. One 
of the group's major gripes with the 
University has always been the traffic 
problem that the latter creates in the 
Georgetown community. A main 
objective of the master plan has 
always been the alleviation of this 
problem by closing Healy Gates and 
redirecting all traffic to the Canal 
Road entrance. 

Much deeper than the traffic 
problem in CAG's rationale, how
ever, is its concern with where the 
University's boundaries are set. Basic
ally, this concern stems fj.'om a worry 
about how land outside of Healy 
Gates is used. In fact, CAG similarly 
commited itself, in 1973, to fighting 
all industrial development of the 
Georgetown waterfront. 

The boundary dispute has been 
the center of the master plan 
controversy_ The Citizen's Associa
tion claims that the University's 
boundaries are limited to the campus 
enclosed by Healy Gates. In its view, 
any land outside of this limit would 
not be considered for educational 
use. The University, on the other 
hand, believes that its boundaries 
should include the ,East Campus and 
alI land west of 36th Street between 
Nand P Streets. 

The 1974 BZA ruling was the first 
time that any governmental unit 
actually ruled on the boundary 
dispute in favor of the University 
interpretation. There was some prior 
basis for this finding. In 1966 and 
again, in 1973, the National Capital 
Planning Commission, an advisory 
group to the BZA, had approved the 
University's desired boundaries. 

It is highly unlikely that this 
boundary disagreement will ever be 
settled outside of court. The Univer· 
sity's Planning Office indicates that 
there are no circumstances unde{ 
which it would concede the bound· 
ary issue to CAG. This attitude is 
matched by equal vehemence on the 
part of th'J citizens. 

So, "now, the emphasis has to turn 
to the future strategies of both 
parties. 

The Octover court ruling was a big 
victory for CAG. A reversed decision 
would have all but cleared the way 
for master plan implementation. The 
decision, however, did not address 
itself to the real issues of whether or 
not the plan should have been 
approved. Instead, it overturned the 
plan's approval on the grounds that 
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the BZA had not reviewed adequate 
information concerning such items as 
the plan's effect on traffic. 

As a result of this opinion, the 
BZA has refused to consider any 
Georgetown projects until the master 
plan issue is resolved. This action has 
seriously hampered the progress of 
the two immediate aspects of the 
plan: the heating plant expansion 
and the rec complex. The Univer
sity's appeal of this ruling is based on 
a sentence in the October ruling 
which states that "no specific stature 
or regulation provides for the approv
al of a master plan as- :J5uch." A 
decision in favor of this argument 
would compel the BZA to act on the 
two, regardless of whether action has 
again been taken on the master plan. 

Alternatively, the University has 
also resubmitted the master plan 
with a few changes added. Basically, 
the changes involve the parking issue. 
According to Miller, the new plan 
eliminates proposals to include 
another underground parking lot 
under the townhouses on the Annex 
Two lot. "This is the only change 
that would make the plan more 
appealfng to the citizens," Miller' 
said. Also, another parking facility to 
be located under one of the learning 
centers was cut out. 

A final strategy for the University 
to pursue would be to wait for final 
approval of planned changes in the 
zoning authorities of the BZA and 
the DC Zoning Commission. The 
former body is a quasi·judicial one 
that acts on proposed exceptions to 
the zoning policy that is formulated 
by the Zoning Commission. 

The planned authority chan~es 
would take jurisdiction for acting on 
University master plans away from 
the BZA and vest it in the Zoning 
Commission. Physical Plant officials 
have indicated that they feel the 
policy·making group would act more 
favorably on the plan. 

As for the citizens, their future 
strategy will more than likl'ly be the 
same as it always has been. They can 
be expected to try to hold up every 
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building plan that the University 
supmits. Furthermore, if they lose at 
the BZA level, they appear more 
than willing to challenge all actions 
in court. "We're being nibbled away 
from the waterfront and nibbled 
away from the UniverSity, so what 
are we supposed to do?" a spokes· 
man claimed in 1973. 

Regardless of all upcoming court 
decisions and BZA actions, it seems 
fairly evident that continued Citi
zen's Association actions will cause 
continued delays, with no one 
venturing even a guess as to when 
actual implementation of the plan 
will begin. This fact seemed par· 
ticularly clear this week when Plan
ning Vice President Miller stated 
"We'll never mal(e it to the point 
where we'll implement every long 
range aspect of the plan." 

Agursky states that presently, 
many branches of Soviet policy
making have little dependence on 
formal Communist ideology. How·, 
ever, among the most ideological 
branches of the party apparatus is 
that which deals with foreign rela· 
tions, and with relations with Com
munist parties abroad. 

Agursky in his talk discussed the 
present situation between the US and 
the Soviet Union concerning human 
rights, He said that recent Soviet 
criticism of the US "has nothing to 
do with the Carter administration;" 
rather, he called it an attack on past 
administrations and detente in gen· 
eral. 

The cybernct!cs professor urged 

Kissinger suggested that a balance 
be achieved between the isolation 
and over·involvement that has char
acterized US foreign policy in this 
century. He urged a combination of 
idealism and pragmatism. 

Kissinger also spoke on the 
controversial human rights question, 
praising the legitimacy of the issue in 
the international forum, but calling 
for an integration of the issue in "the 
full mosaic of our policy goals" 

Graham stated that his number 
one priority would be faculty sal
aries. "The faculty is the most 
important ingredient in academics; if 
you want a good faculty you have to 
pay for them," he said. 

Rich Taylor, the third student 
member of the committee, advocated 
an investigation into possible cuts in 
Residence Life Budget. "I have some 
serious reservations about the utiliza
tions of Residence Life," he said. 
"For example, there are two RA's in 
Henleville and an RA, an RD and a 
Jesuit on 1st Copley; I don't see the 
need for this waste of money." 

"The coach likes me heavy, but I 
like me light!' 

( William Webb Ellis, rugby legend) 
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Baseball Struggles On 
by Mike Lindquist 

"I received a directive from 
Father Ed Ryan (then Vice President 
for Educational Affairs)-where' it 
came from I. don't know. I was told 
to begin .tophase out the baseball 
program." 

With these words, Athletic Direc
tor Frank Rienzo gave his account of 
the beginnings.of the Hilltop baseball 
squad's slide to their present state,of 
semi-competitiveness. 

The idea had been recommended 
by then University President Rev. 
Robert Henle some three year~ 
previously, but had been rejected by 
the" University Board of Directors. 
The move was intended to increase 
the amount of academic aid to 
Hilltop students,' but, according to 
Rienzo, the funds have "subsequent. 
ly been earmarked for women's 
grants" necessitated by the now· 
famous Title IX women's sports 
legislation. 

The resulting situation-five schol-

support, but it's hard to get support 
for a losing team ... " 

A third player, who also asked not 
to be identified, was even more 
frank. "You want to know what I 
think?" he asked. "We're getting 
screwed. It's ridiculous for a team 
without scholarships to play teams 
such as Deleware and Maryland on an 
equal level. It's not a waste of' time, 
though," he added, pOinting out that 
the players benefit more from 
competing against tougher opponents 
than they would from facing lesser 
ones. 

"It does get me down," he 
acknowledged. "I think there are a 
lot of people in this school who view 

. the team as a poor team. They don't 
know what goes on here." He 
continued, "Nobody understands 
there's no money 'from the Athletic 
Department. Anything coach (Nolan) 
gets is by pulling teeth out of the 
Athletic Department." 

in a. meeting last spring with 
Vice;President for Administrativp. 
Services Daniel Altobello, they were 
informed by Altobello that over the 
next five years, the baseball program 
would be phased out completely. 

Altobello was not available for 
comment. 

In addition, the players have also 
been expressing dissatisfaction over 
the fact that the pitching machine, 
which arrived last week, cannot be 
utilized because the generator needed 
to 'power it has not been delivered
due, they maintain, to an Athletic 
Department oversight and/or bureau
cratic delay. Rienzo, however, stat.ed 
that the delay is one of the "normal 
things that happen when you try to 
buy something in a week·and-a-half 
when you should have six weeks." 

"It's the little things," summed up 
one player. "By themselves they 
don't seem like anything big, but 
when you put them together ... " 
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"I don't know how we're goi~g to i'eplace·these ballplayers. The picture doesn't look rosy .... " 

, arship baseball players remaining this 
year, three next ye~r, and none 
thereafter--has both players and 
coach in a quandry. 

"I'm frustrated," Coach Tom 
Nolan told The HOYA,' "because I 
can't do anything about it. We can't 
compete with these teams bringing in 
scholarship men. But," he continued, 
"I can't be too vociferous because 
I'm working for those people." 

According to Nolan, the team is 
allocated only some. three or four 
thousand dollars per year above his 
salary in the Athletic Budget. 

"I'm not for just baseball," Nolan 
insists. "I want to see every team up 
here get an equal share of what they 
deserve. I looked in the newspaper 
the other day and saw that the 
Lacrosse team took a terrible beat
ing," he said. 

Seaver, GU's Garrity Hold Workout 

"I don't know how we're going to 
replace these ballplayers," he added, 
~'The picture doesn't look rosey." 

The players are no less outspoken 
on the matter. One player, who 
preferred to remain anonymous, 
expressed his view this way: "The 
Athletic Department doesn't have a 
proper sense of proportion-it's over· 
weighted in two sports, crippling the 
rest of them." 

Another team member capsulized 
the situation by saying, "It's hard to 
have a winning team without (fiscal) . 

"At ieast they (the players on all 
teams) should have the feeling they 
have an eq ual chance of winning" 
when they take the field. 

Asked to comment on the future 
of baseball at the Hilltop after Nolan 
(in his 18th year as head baseball 
mentor) calls it quits, Athletic 
Director Rienzo said facetiously, "I 
don't envision Coach Nolan not 
being here forever." He added, 
though, that he has "not been 
concerned with soothsaying throu~h 
the years." 

Two players, however, claim that 

f 
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Hurler Tim Sansbury and shortstop Tom Williams 

EUROPEAN FLIGHTS 

Provides 
the academic community 

with discount 
air. travel arrangements. 

Let us serve you. 
Save $$ Be Flexjble 

CALL US LAST 
Toll Free 800 223-1722 

"SAVINGS" 
TREMENDOUS VALUE ' 

The Headmasters 
Beauty Salon 

IS GIVING A 50% DISCOUNT 
TO THE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS ON 

cur AND BLOW-DRY (WOMEN AND MEN) 
Experienced Hairdressers: Modesta. Paul & Olga 

Reg. Pro $14.50 Stu. Disc. Pro $7.25 

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED 

The Headmasters. Inc. Under New Ownership 

Complete Beauty Service 
, A prestige Salon for your Comfort 

Specializing in all Hair Care and Manicure 

2211 Wisconsin Ave. Georgetown 965-0055 
Open Monday-Saturday. 9:00 A.M.-5:00 P.M. 

Wednesday Nites Open Until 8:00 P.M, 

FREE PARKING 
" LIMITED TIME OFFERSO TAKE ADV ANT AGE 

OF THIS SPRING SPECIAL 
No Appointments Necessary 

by Sylvan Sobel 
Even though Florida is usually 

filled ith college students during 
the spring, nobody ever accused it of 
being a particularly fertile learning 
ground. 

For one Georgetown baseball 
player with professional aspirations, 
however, Spring Break in Florida was 
a chance to pick up some personal 
tutelage from the dean of pitchers
Tom Seaver of the New York Mets. 

Pete Garrity, a senior righthanded 
hurler, has been preparing for a 
chance to play pro ball since he was a 
youngster. 

"Right now, I'm hoping to be 
drafted in June, so the way I figure 

Gymnastics' 
(Continued from Page 10) 

in which she took fifth. The 
all·around competition includes the 
balance beam, floor exercises, vault
ing and the uneven bars. 

Placing third and second in 
tumbling was Susan Voorhis, who 
also placed second in the second 
day's balance beam competition. 
Freshman Fig Horton had two third 
place finishes in the floor exercises 
event, and also took first place in the 
second day of the balance bear.~ 
competition. Another excellent per· 
formance was turned in by Marianne 
von Feldt, who took ninth and eight 
place, respectively, on Saturday and 
Sunday. 

Charlie' Wiiheite led the men with 
two championship days on the 
parallel bars, high bars and rings. 

this summer 
we'll give you the 

Sh·irt off our 
back I 

and extra cash, too 

UP r. 

Here's a great' idea. Once 
you qualify for a temporary 
office assignment we'll give 
you a FREE TI T-shirt. Wear 
it wherever you go. Let the 
world know you have an 
excitilJg job and great 
wages, too. 
Register now . . . for the 
great summer fun fund. 
Get up front ... where you 
belong ... and get a free 
T-shirt, just for the fun of it. 

-----,-------
Temporaries, Inc. reps will 
be on campus on 

April 21, 1977 
Career Planning Office 

3rd Floor Maguire 
10:00 AM-3:00 PM. 

TI 
Temporaries, Inc. 

1015 18th Street, NW 

it, I'm sort of heading into the hom!! 
stretch," Garrity said. 

For Garrity-a dedicated student 
of the science of pitching-the time 
seemed right, then, for some supple
mental education. 

"I knew all the ball clubs would 
be in Florida during the Spring, so I 
thought it would be a good idea to 
go down there and try to get 30m;! 

pointers ... and I thought, 'Why not 
try the best?' " 

So, figuring he had nothing to 
lose, Garrity penned a letter to 
Seaver, care of the New York Mets 
front office. A short time later, he 
received a personal response. 

"Seaver told me to stop by and 
see him in St. Petersburg, and he'd 
watch lYIC pitch and go over my 
mechanics. So, when we firsl got 
down to Florida, Timmy (Sansbury), 
Danny (Chilson) and I worked out 
for the first few days. Then, on St. 
Patrick's Day, we went over to St. 
Pete and I thought I'd try and see 
him then.:' 

Getting to see Seaver was easy 
enough. Getting instruction from 
him proved a.little more difficult. 

"We got to the ballpark and 
watched the Mets work out. After 
the workout. Seaver was taking 
batting practice, so I was able to talk 
to him then," Garritv said. 

"He told me if I could find a 
catcher in an hour, he'd be able to 
watch me pitch." 

So, Garrity and his company, 
Jerry Laurie, drove through sunny 
st. Pete's in search of a catcher. "We 
even picked up a hitchhiker and 
asked him if he could catch," Garrity 
said. 

Finally, they returned to the 
ballpark, catcher-less. "We were 
going to tell Seaver we'd be back the 
next day, but we saw some high 
school kiq hanging around the 
batting cage, and it turned out he 
had done some catching." 

Eq uipped with a battery·mate, 
then, the workout began in earnest. 

"I threw about 25 fastballs, and 
asked Seaver to watch my mechanics. 

He said my form was 'excellent," and 
he wouldn't change a thing in my 
delivery. 

Then, Seaver told him some things 
he should change. 

"I throw a sinking fastball," 
Garrity explained, "and Seaver 
showed me a different grip to make 
my fastball ride. Also, he showed me 
a different grip for a curveball which 
has helped me." 

What was the master's assessment? 
"He told me I had good velocity 

on my fastball. He said to work on 
my curve and use a riding fastball 
more and things should fall into 
place. " 

More than anything, though the 
workout with Seaver gave the senior 
mOLindsman confidence. 

Hoya Pitcher Pete Garrity !lot some professional tips from ace 1\1. Y. met 
hurler Tom Seaver. 

letteis . :. letters... letters... letters. • • 
Trackmen On The Defense 

To the Sports Editor: Lang, can't silently sit back and 
The March -! issue of The HOYA, permit Bart Saitta to totally misrep· 

completely ignoring the IColA Cham· resent the facts and disparage ·the 
pionships to be contested on the name of Coach Lang without calling 
following day, chose to focus its for a retraction and an apology. In a 
coverage on the question of whelher parenthetical witticism, Saitta main
women's track should become a tained that Lang wouldn't have the 
scholarship sport. Obviollsly, that is time coach wome,n's track "unless 
the editor's prerogative and I won't he's now working part-time and 
comment on their choice of sports being paid fUll-time." 
news coverage without knowing the Saitta is correct in assuming that 
facts. Lang doesn't put in a 40-hour week. 

Nevertheless, the track team or A closer estimate would place the 
anyone familiar with Coach Joe figure between 50 and 55 hours per 

~-********************--~ 
Professional Boxing 

Returns 
Thursday, April 14, 8:00 p.m. 

PLUS: 
1 O~ BEER NIGHT! 

(Unlimited 10C;: beer) 

******************** 
The Middleweight Championship 

of Maryland and The District. 

10 ROUNDS 

vs. \. '-'. 
'& tllJ J~t 

Mike Baker Ralph Palladin 
(Washington. D.C,) (Lanham. Md) 

* * 1\ * *-*************** PLUS: 
Special 10 Round 

Middleweight Attraction 

vs. 

Leo Saenz Jimmy Savage' 
(Potomac. Md.) (Philadelphia, Pa.) 

******************** 
FIVE MORE BIG BOUTS: 

Featuring Smokey Middleton, 
Johnny Wilburn, Tim "Blue" Walker 

Students and Military with I.D. 
$5 tickets for only 53 115ft' Tickets: $10, $7, $5 

cap. al ~vailable a! all Capital Centre 
ticket locations. 

centre For informatk;Jn, call 350-~400. 
For Bus Service information 

® call 396-5600. 

a.-******************* 

week that Coach Lang and Assistant 
Coach KanacJc. each devote to train· 
ing, recruting, and coordinating the 
program throughout the year. Of 
course, this excludes the weekends 
they spend at track meets away from 
their families and the time dedicated 
in the summer preparing for the 
upcoming season. 

It's a shame that the coaches get 
so little credit for the amount of 
time they devote to serving the 
University, yet it is shocking when 
one goes so far as to slander a truly 
dedicated man and his livelihood 
without the least conception of the 
facts. It is one thing to voice an 
opinion on athletics, but it is libelous 
to tear someone down with false or 
slanted information. 

Editors Note: 

Georgetown University 
Track Team 

The author ·maintains that there 
was nothing false, slanderous, or 
libelous in the column and stands by 
it. 

Get a 
great 

New York 
haircut 

in 
D.C. 

Blowdry, 
cut, sham
poo$25. 

(Men $16) 
A $5 introductory discount 

for cut & style 
Elle et Lui 
New Coiffure 

For Men and Women 
1643 Wisconsin Avenue 

Georgetown 
(202) 337·2444 

10 West 55th Strl!et 
New York 

(21:::) 4H9·139() 
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Fall Recruitments Underway 

In accordance with Title IX, the women's basketball team will receive five 
scholarships. 

by Cindy Chilton 
With the end of the school year 

closer than anyone cares to think 
about, it's also time to wrap up the 
annual recruiting ritual that keeps 
the coaches across the country on 
the go. 

As of now, there are no definite 
recruitments in basketball. Coach 
John Thompson has been looking 
around the DC area for various local 

. stars, but has not signed anyone 
Highlighting the recruiting for 

next year's track team is high school 
sensation Kevin Byrne from New 
Jersey, who holds, just about every 
record on the East Coast. Byrne is 
considered by many to be the 
number one runner in the country. 
He was accepted' to Georgetown as 
an early decisions admission and 
signed his letter of intent last 
December. 

Track coach Joe Lang is also 
hoping to have Eric Eklund, and 
Steve Ferri on his roster next fall. 
Eklund, from Ruttant, Vermont" is 
the number three ranked indoors 
quarter-miler in the country. Ferri, a 
local prospect 'from Arlington, is the 
0..2 ranked miler and also the =2 

Carpetbaggers Steal Two 
Romp Mount St. Mary's 

by Cindy Chilton 
Despite injuries which forced 

three ruggers to sit out the majority 
of the contest, the Georgetown 
Rugby Team held on and wiped 
Mount St. Mary's last Sunday. 

In the A Game, which the Hoyas 
won 20-3, Team President Richie 
Horrigan separated his shoulder and 
unfortunately will be out the rest of 
the season. He watched on as his 
team played two excellent games, 
limiting Mount St. Mary's to only a 
penaliy kick. "The contest looked 
extremely close in the beginning; 
Mount St. Mary's was applying much 
pressure," stated Team Vice-presi-

dent Phil Shaheen. 
Mount st. Mary's opened the 

scoring with their only points of the 
night-a penalty kick, Jerry Donog
hue started the game rolling for the 
Hoyas as he kicked the ball into the 
try zone and scored four points. Billy 
Kline booted in the point-after, 
raising the score to 6-0. 

After that, the Hoyas didn't know 
when to stop, as Kline punted deep 
into Georgetown's zone. Jimmy 
Hughes blocked a St. Mary's pass and 
Phil Shalleen got the ball, scoring the 
second try. Kline added to his eight 
points, scoring another penalty kick. 

Shaheen passed the ball off to 

Doug Womback as he belted the ball 
into the zone for another four-point 
try _ The scoring barrage finally ended 
with Kline's penalty kick that left 
the score at 20·3, 

The ruggers also stole the second 
game, as the B team demolished 
Mount St, Mary's second team in a 
20-0 shutout. Playing an outstanding 
game for Georgetown was Spencer 
Alpern and Billy Dirlan. 

The A team now remains an 
undefeated 4-0, while the B team is 
struggling with a 1-2-1 record. The 
team's next game is Saturday, April 
16th, as they take on the tough 
Potomac Rugby Club. 

The Rugby Team demolished mount St. Mary's last Sunday in two games. 

Hoya Sailing Team Faces 
Navy's Midshipman Squad 

by Ed O'Neill 
On the weekend of April 

16th-17th, the George'town Univer
sity Sailing Team (GUST), will 
attempt to sloop past the opposition 
in three sailing regattas, two at 
Annapolis and one at St. Mary's. 

One of the Annapolis races and 
the S1. Mary's regatta will be sailed 
with 30 foot sloops. The remaining 
race, The Kennedy Cup is one of the 
most prestigious yachting regattas in 
the country, drawing national talent 

from as far away as California. 
Commenting on the Hoya's 

chances for victory, Fleet Comma
dor, Mike Allen stated, "Unfortun
ately, this is a rebuilding year, 
however we have great potential for 
next year. In fact, probably the best 
potential since sailing became a 
Varsity sport at G U." He especially 
commended the small boat (Laser) 
personnel. 

The team has previously engaged 
in five meets, all at Annapolis. Four 

Sport Shorts 
Moses Malone, star basketball 

player for the Houston Rockets, was 
a recent visitor of Hoya basketball 
player Lonnie Duren. Malone, who 
was in town for a crucial game with 
the Washington Bullets Friday night 
in which he grabbed a game high 27 
rebounds, was one of the three 
players in basketball who jumped 
from high school directly to the pros. 
UnfortUnately for Duren he wasn't 
home, and Malone had to rush off to 
suit up for that night's game. 

* * * 
Hoya Hoopster Larry Long shot 

six for nine from the field and scored 
12 points for the US All-Star Team 

as they whipped the East All-Stars 
128-38 Monday night in the Liberty 
Bell Classic in Villanova, Pa. The US 
Team was coached by none-other 
than Hoya coach John Thompson. 

* * * . 
Has the rainy weather got you 

down lately? Well, due to Mother 
Nature three baseball games were 
cancelled this week, with very little 
chance of making them all up. Also 
washed out were !pen's tennis, men's 
lacrosse and golf. With the semester 
almost over, it'll be almost impos
sible to reschedule them. Maybe it's 
better that way, considering the 
records of this spring's sports. 

of them under the auspices of the 
Mid-Atlantic Inter-Collegiate Sailing 
Association (MAISA), which covers 
six states. These regattas were elimin
ation races to pick teams to represent 
District IV in National Competition. 
In the Freshman Eliminations, the 
Fr(>sh placed a disappointing 5th out 
of six teams. The Varsity team was 
also blown off course, posting the 
same record. 

In the Mono Eliminations, raced 
with one man Lasers, Tom Lintner 
placed 9th out of 20 racers for 
Georgetown. In the later Laser 
Invitational, Commador Mike Allen 
breezed past other contenders to·, 
place 10th out of 28 starters_ 

The remaining meet, a Women's 
Regatta, was sanctioned by the 
Mid-Atlantic Association of Women 
Sailors (MAA WS). The Hoyettes 
found themselves with a 5th place 
finish out of eight schools. 

The team has one of the largest 
active memberships on campus, 
claiming 165 participants and be
tween 20 and 30 active racers. In 
addition, the Varsity squad is made 
up of equal numbers of male and 
female yachtpersons. 

Besides their Varsity status, the 
team provides sailing lessons two to 
three days a week, complete with 
lectures and films, during the spring 
semester. 

ranked two-miler in the East, behind 
Byrne, who holds the #1 ranking in 
both categories. 

According to the rules of Title{IX, 
the, track team will now be giving:out 
five tuition grants to women. Lang's 
two female hopefuls for next year 
are Christine Mullen, a member of 

the National Junior Team and an 
outstanding sprinter iii the United 
States-Russian meeting" and Mary 
Jane Drengwitz, who lS the fourth 
ranked runner in MarYland. 

In women's athletics, 16 ~cholar
ships will be divided among the 
sports, with volleyball receiving five, 

track five, basketball five and tennis 
one. ' 

The two top prospects for Joe 
McClure's volleyball team are Cath
leen Connelly, a member of the CYO 
High School Championship Team in 
Chicago last season, and Mimi Brady, 
an all-state volleyballer from Ore,~on. 

MoOses, Slats II Take 
Intramural Championships 

by Robert Bernstein 
Slats II was crowned the Men's 

Independent Basketball champion 
and the Mooses ascended the throne 
in Men's Independent Soccer to wrap 
up winter intramural sports, although 
we are already well into the spring 

, softball season. 
Slats II was the surprise champion 

of the Men's Independent League as 
they stunned the Skins in the finals, 
43-35. Quick guards and the tallest 
front line in undergraduate intra
murals enabled the Slats to achieve 
victory. Doug Showron paced the 
Slats' attack in the championship 
contest as he pumped home 19 
points. 

In further competition, Slats II 
swept past the Women's Independent 
League champion" the Kraqers, by 
the score of 40-30, and then slipped 
by the Men's Dorm Division winners 
Sixth Darnall, 32-29, despite a 15 
point performance by Darnall's Paul 
Martin. Unfortunately, Slats II fell to 
Bowie State by, eight points in 
extramural competition held at 
George Washington University on 
Saturday, April 2. Although Kraqers 
crumbled to Slats II, they were still 
the best undergraduate female squad 
at Georgetown as they obliterated 
Second New South West 32-11; with 
Donna Anderson ,connecting for 
double figures. 

The happy pitter·patter of post 

season play in, soccer came to a close 
with the Mooses trampling Plantation 
United F.C. 2-0, for the champion
ship of the Men's Independent 
Soccer League. The Mooses' tena
cious defense, led by the outstanding 
goaltending of Brian Sulli.van, and 
goals booted by Jay Carroll and Jeff, 
Pitken contributed to the victory. 
The dorm division victors were 
Second New North. 

In the Men's Independent Softball 
League, each team plays only a four 
game schedule. Therefore, although 
each squad has only competed in two 
or three con tests, the seasbn is 
almost completed. In each division, 
the field of competition has, for the 
most part, been narrowed down to 
one_ or two teams. 

In League A, Who Cares (3-0) and 
The Slimes (2-0) are pacing the 
division, although The Slimes, the 
reigning champs, have two impressive 
victories while Who Cares has won 
two games by forfeit. The Basics lead 
League B with a 2-0 mark, but,a big 
upset occurred in League C as Lev 

, knocked off the Euclideans 6·4 with 
Dave Kent scoring the decisive run; 
and thus, Lev leads their division 
with a 3-0 record. 

Tight races appear in Leagues 0 
and E as George's International Fruit 
Market and HMS Horn are 2-0 to 
lead' the former league. The Dub
liners and Washington Club are 2-0 to 

set' the pace in the latter division. 
'The SLA has attained a 2-0 mark in 
League F but White Lightning could 
strike as their 1-0-1 record could 
become 2-0 when their postponed 
7-7 tie contest with The Okies from 
Maskogee is completed. Orange Sun
shine II (2-0) leads League G but the 
Stro-Boes (1-0), had an impressive 
15-6 win over Arnold's Dog and 
threaten to beat Orange Sunshine n 
to pulp. Moses Gomber is maintain
ing the lead in League H with a 2-0 
record. 
, In Women's Independent, there's' 

only one league and it's virtually a 
two-team race between The Derelicts 
(3-0) - who have outscored their 
opponents 50·11, and The Ruggers 
(2-0) who have decimated the oppo
sition, 25-9. 

In the Men's Dorm division, 
League A is paced by Fifth Darnall 
while League, B is, for the most part, 
a race between Second New North 
and Secon'd, Darnall, both 2-0. 
However, Second Darnall won by 
scores of 9-0 and 11-2 while Second 
Darnall won 1-0 and by forfeit. 

In the Women's Dorm Division, 
which consists of one league, Second 
New 'South has achieved a respect
able record of 3-0 but has outscored 
the opposition by the phenomenal 
total of 63-11. In fact, all 11 runs 
were scored in a 12-11 win over First 
New North (2-1). 

Crew Team Loses Five 
In Sat ~ Season Opener 

by David Dailey 
The Georgetown University Row

ing Association (GURA) suffered 
defeats in all five of its races last 
Saturday in the teams' season open
er. The freshman and varsity light
weight teams competed in Philadel
phia, Pa. against Lasalle College while 
the varsity, junior varsity, and 

freshman heavyweight "eights" 
hosted St. Joseph's College on the 
Potomac River. 

In' Ph illy , the Hoya varsity light
weights lost by seven seconds to 
Lasalle's varsity, while the freshman 
didn't fare much better. The George
town frosh boat of John Mahoney, 
Ed Novak, Phil Of~ill, Tom Fairfield, 

Gymnasts Place 2nd 
In Metro Tourney 

by Warren Fink 
The Georgetown Women's 

Gymnastics team placed second in 
the DC/Baltimore Metropolitan AIl
College Gymnastics Championships 
at American University this past 
week-end. Also, a six member male 
gymnast interest group from George
town that did not compete under 
university auspices and paid its own 
way took first place in the men's 
competition .. 

George Washington University de
feated the GU girls by the score of 
111.93-103.37, ending the team's six 
year reign over the annual champion
ship. On Saturday, the compulsories 
were held, while the optional events 
took place onSunday. Georgetown 
senior Alice Ca!!sidy won the trampo
line championship on both days, 
besides being high Georgetown fin
isher in the all-around competition, 

(Continued on Page 9) 
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Mike Butler, Jerry Howard, Tom 
Martin, and John Levy fell to the' 
Lasalle 'JV lightweights by the large 
margin of 19 seconds. 

The Lasalle teams were over the 
weight limit in both races, hampering 
Georgetown's chances for victory., 
The weight disadvantage proved to 
be an important factor in the 
lightweight race, explaining why the 
Hoya lightweights lost by such a 
large margin, 

On the Potomac, Georgetown's 
varsity heavyweights lost to the St. 
Joseph's team by ten seconds_ The 
Hoya freshman and JV heavyweights 
raced against St. Joe's JV squad in 
what turned out to be a very fine 
race. St. Joseph's proved victorious 
once again though, nipping George
town's freshman boat of Chris 
Juergens, Chris Meyering, Bob 
Brown, Marty Mattesich, Andy 
Block, Terry Fitzgerald, Rick 
Tranter, and Bill Lee by a 10-second 
clip. The, Hoya jayvee boat took 
third place, 13 seconds behind the 
winners . 

Women's Crew Club Looks 
To G'ain Varsity Team Status 

by Cindy Chilton 
Not many people are awake at six 

in the morning to see the men's crew 
team running up and down the 
Exorcist Steps. And even fewer 
people know that they are not the 
only crew team here at Georgetown. 

In their first meet of the season, 
on Saturday, March 26th, the Wo
men's Crew "Team finished thi~d 
behind a strong Washington College 
squad, who took first place. St. 
Joseph's (Pa.) completed the tri-meet 
in second place. 

Last Saturday, the team hosted 
St. Joe's (Pa.) here on the Potomac. 
In the first race, the varsity. team 
came from behind and almost beat 
St. Joe's losing by a hairline-just one 
second. This was a noticeable im
provement over their first race, 
which they lost by_ a whopping 15 
seconds. 

In the second race of the meet, 
the junior varsity squad avenged the 
Varsity loss, coming from behind 
once again, but this time held on and 
stole the race by two seconds. Both 
were 1000 meter races, starting at 
Key Bridge 'and continuing up to 
Thompson's Boathouse near the 
Watergate Hotel. Normally. crew 
races are 1500 meters long. 

The majority of this year's squad 

is made up of freshmen, sophomores 
and juniors The starting varsity eight 
are Mary Ann Fourney, Amy Burri
son, Mary Murphy,' Andi Pennisi, 
Amy Hubbard, Lisa Wilson, Beth 
Roche and Amy Kuhner. The cox
swain for this year's squad is Betsey 
McMahon. 

President of the club Sue Hoehing 
is out for the season with back 
injuries 'attributed to a "freak" 
bicycle accident. 

The Women's Team has been in 
extensive training all winter, working 
out in the weight room, running five 
miles a day and sprinting up and 
down the Exorcist steps ten times a 
day. 

The club receives no money from 
the school, resorting to' parties, 
row-a-thons and bake sales to earn 
the necessary money to fund this 
expensive sport. Recently, Hoyas 
Unlimited donated a new racing four 
shell to the Hoyettes. 

The women's crew team practicing out on the Potomac 
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CAlliopE XVIII: SMASII Two WEEk ENGAGEMENT 

AT TRiNiTY ThEATRE, ApRil 1 ~-2J 

Corruption Revealed 
by John McPherson 

In my long career in the rough and 
tumble world of investigative reporting I 
have seldom, if ever, discovered a plot of 
such immense proportions. The magnitude 
of my discovery of corruption in the race 
for the office of mayor can only be seen in 
terms of the shattering. recognition of 
Watergate. It is stories such as this which 
the fourth estate must look to when 
defending the First Amendment from 
would be fascist censors. 

"A typical case of police inefficiellcy 
... " has been the plaintive cry of JereUl: 
Spaulding, Jr., mayoral candidate, when 
referring to the "kidnapping" of his son, 
Jeremy Spaulding III. Little did the public 
realize the depths that this millionaire was 
sinking to when he addressed himself t9 
this issue, or to be more precise, turned the 
disappearance into an issue. 

The story, now with complete verifica
tion, has finally been released, due largely 
to the pressure brought to bear by this 
reporter. Jeremy Spaulding III was never 
kidnapped! He ran away from home and 
eventually committed suicide as a result of 

an unbearable life as the son of a man 
who would like to be the next mayor of 
this fair city. His body was dredged from 
the river yesterday and although police 
attempted to "keep the lid on it", 
corruption will out. Despite police at
tempts to stop the story, this reporter's 
firm belief in the public's right to know 
gave him the perseverance to cut through 
administrative red tape and arrive at this 
important discovery. -

The total heinousness of Jeremy Spauld
ing Jr.'s act can only be seen when we 
recognize that he knew.-his son had not 
been kidnapped but had run away. To lay 
the charges of inefficiency for a non-crime 
is bad, but to exploit one's own flesh and 
blood to further one's own career is truly < 

unbelievable. Imagine the nerve of Spauld
ing, believing that he could also turn the 
escape to his own advantage! Well, Mr. 
Spaulding, all I can say is that we the 
people are wise to your attempt to lie and 
deceive your way into public office and 
we're not about to allow it. I wouldn't be 
surprised if you were run out of town on a 
rail. Continued pg. 4 

Other News 
Today, Idi Amin announced the open

ing of World War III. Saying he expected 
that everyone would like it, he announced 
that his nation was at war with the state of 
Mississippi. Story page 4 

In a retaliatory mm'e after the_recl~nt 
opening of a pornographic bookstore in 
Georgetown, the Georgetown citizens com
mittee today announced that a Rh'e 

Gauche franchise was soon to be opened 
on 14th strel~t. Story page 3 

T.1e F')A (Food and Drug Adminis'l.ra
tion) in a farther attempt to protect the 
American ,.onsumer from himself, today 
announced a ban oli all sharp objects. FDP, 
sources quoted an extensive researcr 
project which revealed "You could poke 
your eye out." Story pagl~ 8 

Georgetown, 
UPA 

GEORGETOWN U.P.A.-Today .in a 
surprise move the executive board of Mask 
& Bauble and Father Deni.; P. (Big Daddy) 
Moran announced the latest Calliope. A 
musical comedy based on the life and times 

, of a Washington correspondent, the work is 
an original creation of Marcus Capone and 
Steven Hayes. Two illustrious students 
enrolled in Georgetown University and 
Gonzaga High School respectively, the 
authors feel that the music and the book 
for the show was "pretty good." They have 
put in "a lot of work" and have the 
whole-hearted support of Suzanne (Caba· 
ret) Hawkins, the Executive Producer. _ 

The plot, which deals with Terry Blake's 
climb in the action·packed world of 
investigative reporting, is fast moving. With 
songs raging from the soulful "Evening 
Nocturne" to the I.tickline chorus of "Give 
'Em a Happy Ending," this musical 
promises to be one of the best Georgetown 
has ever produced. 

When asked about the technieal diffi
culties of working with the immense 
proscenium of Trinty Theai.re (traditional 
Scene of Calliope productions) Ed (Fast 
Eddie) Stokes said "Well, ah ... ha, ha, .. 
. IT's, ... ah ... going to be tough but I 
think we can do it. The biggl~r they 
are ... y'know." The lighting designer for 
the show Chris (Hey Look) SullivRI1 agreed 
completely. 

Public 
Eye 

Attention readers-What famous would
be journalist (initials Terry Blake) is 
determined to make her climb to the top 
any way she can (and do we mean any 
way). Ask Phil Kaplan (h~r current 
door·mat) what this girl will ,io to !;et a 
story. Or better yet, ask what S;1(: won't do 
(it's a shorter list). 

If further evidence of this girl's lack of 
tact is required, why not ar.k a celtain 
Police Chief J.R., alias Doll-face, whRt he 
and Ms. Blake have been doing during their 
all too frequent "conferences". One is 
tempted to ask how Terri "reimburses" her 
informant for his information .. 
See.page 12 

"I think it's really going to be good" 
said producer Hawkins, "and it will 
certainly be fun for everyonp.." Whi!:1 a3k"d 
about costume problems, associate pro
ducer and costumiere Beth Bergman said 
"Oh certainly, darling, it will be just 
marvelous." 

In a second surprise move Fr. Moran 
announced that he was going to direct the 
show. When confronted with the rumor 
that a director was to be picked from 
outside of Georgetown, Father Moran 
dismissed them by saying, "Oh, really? .. . 
Well I think that it would be. .. ah .. . 
much more in keeping with the spirit of 
Calliope if I directed. I mean going outside 
the Georgetown community WOUld be 
simply Bezarre." < 

In further developments, see paf!e 6. 

Ticket 
Info 

TICKET INFORMATION: 
Tickets available at M&B Box Office (P 

Street entrance to Poulton) or by calling 
333·1789 (4 hours) 

Prices: orchestra $4.00, $3.50 students 
balcony $3.50, $3.00 students 
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HOLY WEEK - 1977 
ROMAN CATHOLIC 

LITURGY· 
Dahlgren Chapel 

Now ••• 

Holy Thursday, April 7 

save 30%· 
to Chicago. 

Evening Mass of the Lord's Supper 

5:15PM' 
Good Friday, April 8 

Reflections on the Mystery of the Passion of Christ:H.ours 
of recollection led by Brian O. McDermott, S.J: 

10:30 AM - 1 :30 PM 
With Northwest's new exclusive 

Celebration of the Lord's Passion-Word Service, 
veneration of the cross, communion service 

. Standby Fare' .. a lowest airfare going! 

3:00PM 
Good Friday is a day of fasting and abstinence. 

We'll save you $22 to Chicago if 
your schedule permits you to fly 
on a standby basis. . 

Holy Saturday, April 9 
Easter Vigil Service and Mass 

11 :30 PM, Main Quad 

Easter Sunday, April 10 
Masses at 10:00 AM, 11 :00 AM, Noon, 

* * * * * * 
PROTESTANT WORSHIP 

Monday Thursday, April 7 
Sharing the Lord's Supper 

9:00 PM in Darnall Formal Lounge 

Our new Standby Fare applies 
to Flight. 3, a nonstop 747, 
departihg Dulles International 
Airport at 9:45 am daily. 

As many as fifty saats can be 
allotted to standby passengers 

Georgetown University 
Lecture.Fund 

Presents 

Dr. Margaret Mead. 
Noted Anthropologist 

on these flights-so there's a 
good chance there'll be a seat 
for you. Our Standby Fare is 
subject to change and expires 

. May 31.' 
For ticketing, see your travel 

agent or call Northwest: . 
337-0611. 

"The Changing American Character" 

,. 

Thursday, April 14 
8:30 P.M. 

Hall of Nations 

Limit: 500 seats. 
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Happy Hour Continues! 
Due to- Exceptional demand 

W-B \\Till contiilue 
Happy Hour 

Monday-Friday 
'5-8 P.M. 

Draught - ,.40 
Bar Cocktails - .75 

64 oz. Pitchers -'$2.50 

3401 "M" St., N.W. 
Directly under the HBar" light 

; .. 
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Georgetown University Theatre 
mASK AND BAUBLE 

• • • • • e' 
• •• 
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•• o 
• • • • Apri115,16,17,21,22 & 23, 1977: 
• 

8 o'clock p.m. Trinity Theatre ~ 
• 

Tickets: $,3-4 625-4960/333-1789. : 
• ....•.......... ~ ............... ~ ...................... ....•.................... 


